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JOE GLADBACH

The ASUM referendum will
come to a vote before the UMR
students next Tuesday and
Wednesday, March 6 and 7.
Passage of this referendum will
give Rolla an active voice in
legislative issues concerning
student interests. This kind of
representation and service
cannot be provided by any
organizations presently in
existence on the Rolla campus.
The UMR Student Council
presents the Rolla Student
opinion to the administrators,
faculty and staff of the Rolla
campus and to the University of
Missouri Board of Curators.
ASUM, on the other hand,
lobbies aggressively with your
lawmakers for the passage of
legislative bills favoring all
(Cont. on p. 7)

Nothing like gearing up for St. Pat's in style! Working on the Phi Kappa Theta cudgel are,
clockwise starting from bottom left, Bill Sedlacek, Steve Baechle, Steve Brophy, Rick
Neupert, and Rich Bec.

3rd In State

Women's 8-8al'hard all season, and it's a nice
feeling to have our work
"Happy? Yes, you could say rewarded. The kids really
I'm happy and proud. And deserved this win."
tired," said UMR Women's
The UMR women earned a
Basketball Coach Annette berth at this year's State
Tournament by posting a 4 and
Caruso.
The happy and the proud, 2 record in their district. They
however, seemed to outweigh joined the other 7 top teams in
the tired as the UMR women the state at Kirksville, a select
returned from the MAlA W group narrowed from a field of
Small
College
Basketball about 20 teams. "Just getting to
Tournament in Kirksville, state was an honor, an ac·
bringing with them third place complishment", said Caruso.
But getting to state was not
honors, a trophy for UMR's
trophy case, and a 15 and 6 UMR 's only accomplishment.
In their first round game the
season record.
"It's the first 'gold' the Miners knocked of! the defen·
women have had to add to the ding champions, Missouri
trophv case. We've worked Western 61-53. That set them up
By; BETH SPl!:NC~R

Married Women Especially

RICH LEWIS
We all recall the statement
our chancellor made a short
time ago - You don't have to
understand it, just accept it!
Well, try to understand this and
see if you can accept it. UMR
students will be in for the rip-off
of the year if we vote in favor of
the
proposed
Associated
Students of the University of
Missouri expansion to this
campus.
The primary reason for the
expansion and acceptance of
ASUM in the U-wide system is
to gain more lob6ying power in
the
Missouri
legislature.
Representing a group of more
than 42,000 students in Missouri
is something that legislators
would respect I am sure. But
the orjlanizations goals are
(Cont. on p. 7)

for a semi-final match with the
host team, Northeast. The
Miners dropped the semi-final
match 59-56, but Coach Caruso
felt the team played well. "We
were playing super defense, but
we had trouble getting the shots
to fall. And Northeast was tough
on their home floor." Northeast
went on to take the tournament,
defeating Missouri Southern
State College.

third place game agamst the whole team ... the kids on the
Tarkio.
floor at any given time and the
Tarkio, tournament cham- kids on the bench. They've all
pions in 1975, 1976, and 1977, and sweated
through the practices
second place 'winners in 1978, together, worked toward the
had defeated a tough William same goals. They share the
Woods team in their first round, losses and they share the vicand then in the semi-finals tories. Especially this one."
fallen to Missouri Southern, the
This victory is a sweet one for
team that handed UMR their Coach Caruso as well as for the
two district losses this year.
team . "Five years ago, the
Williamson's
prediction UMR Women's Basketball
proved correct as the Miner Team could barely dribble and
Photos Pg. 17
women took the court for the shoot. We played our first game
The Miner women were game with Tarkio. It was a in cutoffs," said Caruso. "Last
year we made it to state, placed
but
not Miner ballgame all the way.
disappOinted
The excitement of tour- \ one playe r, Karen Williamson,
discouraged by their defeat.
"We didn't come all this way to nament play, however, made on the All-Tournament Team .
lose," state one of the Miners, the going tough for both Tarkio but dropped our first round
Karen Williamson, before the and UMR in the scoring game to Tarkio. Our overall
department for the first few record was still 14 and 5, but the
minutes of the game. Shots regular season competition was
whizzed past the basket, and nothing compared to what we
players literally walked with were up against this year. This
the ball in the first pum ped up year we had some real depth on
minutes of play.
the team ond our skill level
Then the Miner women improved immensely. It was a
calmed down and took control good thing because our comof the ballgame and third place. petition was much tougher. I'm
Carmen Baker took scoring more than pleased with the
origin. ThiS covers sex honors with 18 pOints while outcome of our season and the
discrimination
in
fringe Dallas Kirk led all rebounders tournament - a 15 and 6 overall
benefits, employment poliCies in the game, pulling down 23 record, Dallas Kirk on the AIIrelating to pregnancy and rebounds. Kirk also pumped in Tourney Team, and third place
childbii th,
pre-employment . 14 points, and Karen Peacock in the state. It feels good," said
inquiries, matial status, and added 12. The entire Miner Coach Caruso, "mighty good".
arrest records. The act covers squad saw action in the third
But the UMR Women's Coach
much more than this, also.
place contest. "It's not just the 5 doesn't have much time to
If you feel that you have been players on the floor who win a savor her victory. Next year's
discriminated against, let the game, though" , Coach Caruso basketball season begins in just
(
2)
.
team months.

KnowingWomen's Rights
In The Interview
Submitted By
KAYSPAUNHORST

Recently, I have talked to a
number of women soon to
graduate that are also married
or soon to be. We talked about
how their interviews were going
and if they were getting any
offers.
my inI found a

big difference in a line of
questioning.
Therefore,
I
thought maybe some information on knowing your
rights in the interview would be
helpful.
The Equal Employment
Opportunity Act protects you
against
discrimination
in
employment because of race,

AsUM

Talk Show

KMNR7:00Ton 9
Call In Questions
ToKMNR

ASUMReps.,
KMNRPanel,
UMR STUCO KeE'S.

Remember I
SUM Referendum
March6& 7

Schedule of Events
Thursday
IX
There will be a meeting of the Intercollegiate
Knights, March 1, at 7:00 p.m. in the Meramac Room.
(Pictures are to be taken. Dress will be semiformal).

M-CLUB
There is an M-Club meeting tonight, that's Thursday,
March first, at seven o'clock in Room One Hundred
Twenty-One of the Mechanical Engineering Building.
UPE
UPE, the national honorary for computer science,
will sponsor a career seminar entitled: "How to Get
Your Foot in the Door and Out of Your Mouth! ".
Guest speakers will include Doctors DeKock an"
Hamblen of the Computer Science Department and Mr
Nuss, Director of Placement at UMR.
.
The seminar will take place tonight, Thursday,
March 1 at 7:00 p.m. In Room G-5 of the HumanitiesSocial Science Building.
The seminar is open to all interested students and
facuity.

Friday
PHI KAPPA THETA DISCO
For the ultimate In nighttime entertainment come to
Phi Kappa Theta, Friday, March 9, from 8-1 and kick off
SI. Pat's the right way. A beer truck will be on location.
TAU BETA PI PLEDGING
Tau Beta Pi pledge interviews will be held Thursday
March 8 and Friday, March 9 from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30
p.m. in the Meramac Room, upstairs New Student
Umon. The sign-up lists are posted outside Dr. Anderson's office, G-5 EE . You can check your interview
hme there. Also, more activies are still needed to in·
terview, so please sign up.

Saturday
SIGMA NU ANIMAL HOUSE
Get ready for SI. Pat's with an ANIMAL HOUSE
PARTY! Saturday, March 10 at Sigma Nu. John
BeIusbi look-alike contest, green jello-eating contest,
your favorrte beverage will be served. In costume
(toga) admission - free, otherwise admission 25 cents.
Sponsored by Little Sisters of the White Star.

Monday
CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Beverly Bendiksen, graduate student in chemistry,
Will conduct a seminar Monday, March 5, 4:30 p.m.,
Chemistry-Chemical Engineering t25. Her topic is
"CMDO Calculations on the Structure of a Liquid
Carboxylic-Carboxylic Acid Complex ." Coffee will be
available at4 p.m.
BLUE KEY MINER OF THE MONTH
Blue Key MOM applications for February are
available at the candy counter. They should be returned
to Blue Key, student personnel or the candy counter by
19 March. If you have any Questions call Pat Thompson
at 364-4841.

Tuesday
AGS
The Association of Graduate Students will hold its
regular business meeting this Tuesday, March 6, 1979 at
7:30 p.m. in the St. Pat's Ballroom Wid Student Cen·
ter). All graduate students are welcome and all
departmental representatives and committee members
are urged to attend. All input concerning graduate
students is invited to be brought up for discussion.
Refreshments will be served.
BRASS QUINTET CONCERT
On Tuesday, March 6 at 8:00 p.m. in Centennial Hall,
a concert will be presented by the St. Louis Brass
Quintet. The concert Is free and sponsored by Student
Union Board, In cooperation with the Missouri Council
of the Arts and the National Endowment on the Arts .
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
The UMR Christian Science Org. meets at 6:30 each
Tuesday evening In the church building on the SE
corner of 7th and State Streets. Everyone is invited to
our half-hour meetings In which we share thoughts and
experiences of Christian Science applying to student
life. This spring, several short 16mm movies will be
shown at the meetings that depict different applications
of Christian Science. Please lell welcome to attend our
weekly meeting.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING SEMINAR
Dr. James H. Davis, director, advanced seismic
systems, Production Research Center, Atlantic Rich·
field Co., Dallas, Tex ., will conduct a seminar Tuesday,
March 6, 3:30 p.m., Electrical Engineering 105. His
topic is "Seismic Communications - Problems and
Solutions." Refreshments will be served .
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
James P . Odendahl, director, division 01 en·
vironmental Quality , Missouri Department of Natural
Resources, will speak at an engineering management
seminar Tuesday, March 6,1 1:05 a.m . to 12: 15 p.m. , 305
Harris Hall. His topic is " State's Role in Environmental
Management. " The public is invited to attend .

KME MEETING
)
Kappa Mu Epsilon, the mathematics ~onor society,
will have a meeting Tuesday, March 6 in Room 209 MCS at 6:30 p.m. Dr. Hatfield of the math depl. will be the
speaker. Any stud«:llts Interested in joining KME should
attend this meeting. Refre.hments will be served.
VISITOR TO DISCUSS MEXICAN NOVEL
AND UM SUMMER PROGRAM IN MEXICO
Dr. Vern G. Williamsen, professor 01 Spanish at UMC
will be on campus Tuesday, March 6, to discuss ~
summer program for students and to lecture on a
Mexican novel (lecture will be In Spanish).
From 1 to 3:45 p.m., Dr. Williamsen will answer
questions Irom students and the public on the University of Missouri's summer school program in Jalapa,
Mexico. Ten hours 01 credit at any of the four UM
campuses is available for courses in a number of
disciplines at the University of Veracruz. See Dr.
Williamsen for further details.
At 4 p.m. Dr. Williamsen will lecture on the Mexican
novel, discussing In particular "AI Filo Del Agua"
("The Edge of the Storm") by Agustin Yanez. The
lecture is in Spanish and is open to tbe public at no
charge.
Dr. Williamsen will be in Room G-7 of the
Humanities-Social Sciences Building for both activities.
S.M.E.
The Society of Mining Engineers will have a meeting
Tuesday, March 6,' at 7:30 p.m., Room 107, Mining
Building. The speaker will be Jim Morse of Gardner,
Denver. The topic will be drilling.
WESLEY
On March 7 at 6:00 p.m., Mary Masters will speak on
Aging and the Elderly at the Wesley Foundation, corner
of 8th and Main, across from the post office parking lot.
W.T. SCHRENK CHEMICAL SOCIETY
The W.T. Schrenk Chemical Society will hold a
meeting on Tuesday, March 6 at 7:00 in Room 125 of the
Chemistry Building. Mr. John Gordon will speak on
coatings and the coatings industry. A short film will
also be shown and refreshments wil~be served.

Wednesday
AIAA
An AIAA meeting will be held on Wed., March 7 at
7:00 p.m. in G-5 of the Humanities ~nd Social Sciences
Building. The guest speaker for the night will be Dr.
Richard Bobco of Hughes Aircraft Co. His topic of
discussion will be thermal design of spacecraft.
CIRCLEK
Circle K meeting, Wed. , March 7 at 7:30 at Beta
Sigma Psi, No.2 Fraternity Drive. All members are
urged to ~ttend. Guest speaker will be Judge Mayberry.
IEEE
IEEE meeting Wed ., March 7, 7:00 p.m. EE 105.
Speaker: Mr. Lyle Rosenberry, General Motors Corp.,
Delco Division. Topic: Inertial Navigational System for
commercial aircrafts. Re'freshments will be served.
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUMS
The mathematics department is sponsoring two
colloquiums during the week of March 5. The first is
Wednesday, March 7, 3:45 p.m. in Room 209 of
Mathematics-Computer Science. Speaker is Dr. Farroll
T. Wright, professor of mathematics, and his topic is
"The Law of Large Numbers and Partially Ordered
Index Sets." Refreshments will be available at 3:30
p.m.
Speaker at the colloquium on Friday, March 9, 2:30
p.m., Room 206, Mathematics-Computer Science, is Dr.
Ray A. Waller, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories. His
topiC Is "A Review of the Technical Activities 01 the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratories Statistical Group Including a Discussion of Failure Rate and Reliability."
PLACEMENT OFFICE BULLETIN
Sign up March 5-9
Interview March 12·16
The following companies will be interviewing:
Daniel International Corp.
Newmont Services
TRW-REDA Pump
United Computing System
BASF Wyandotte Corp.
Cities Service Company
Emerson Electric
Garney Companies, Inc.
Henningson, Durham & Richardson, Inc.
The Gas Service Company
Kansas Gas & Electric Co.
NCR Corp.
The Analytic Sciences Corp.
Airesearch Manufacturing
Illinois Dept. of Transportation
Minnesota Mining & MIg . Co .
Okiahoma City Air Logistics Center
NOSUMMER
TIPS ON INTERVIEW TRIPS: Flights are becoming
more and more crowded, therefore make sure that you
buy your tickets a couple 01 weeks in advance. Travel
light so that you can carryon all of your luggage and
belongings. Dress suitable lor the type 01 weather
conditions that are at your destination and lor the type
of plant trip you will be on - this may mean very com·
fortable shoes! Keep all of your receipts and be on time
in the morning of the interview .
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Womens' Interview
Right
_

(Cont. from p. 1) .
placement office know and It
you wish to file a complaint
against the company, you must
file within 180 days of that
day, otherwise you cannot raise
the issue because you have not
filed a timely charge. If you do
not let anyone know about the
company's recruiter that is
violating this act the problem
will continue. More Information
about the EEOC Act is
available at the Placement
Office or if you have questions
aBout the information talk to
Mr. Nuss at the Placement
office or Kay Jenks of the Affirmative Action Program for
the university.
How many women have
heard these questions addressed to them in an Interview: Do you have any marriage plans or 'do you have a
boyfriend or fiance? Since you
are married, do you have any
plans for a family now or in the
future? What is your husband's
job status (unless both of you
are seeking employment with
the same company)? How will
you and your husband deal with
a transfer for advancement?
How long do you plan on
working? Of course, if an interviewer does ask you a
similar question to those above
you really don't want to accus~
him of being discriminatory on
the spot and you need to give
him an answer that will show
him that you are serious about
your career. Hopefully, with
your answer, it will discourage
the interviewer from continuing
with any more questions along
that line. But the problem is,
what is the answer to give.
In talking to some industrial
representatives, they feel that
tl1e reason that this type of
questioning comes up is to find
out how serious you are about
your career and if you plan to
work long. They feel that they
. are making a great investment
in someone, by their training
and work. Therefore, they are
hoping that their investment is
worthwhile and long lasting. I
asked these companies what
guarantees them that a male
employee will stay that much
longer than a woman who
decides to have children. They
could not give any answer
except that they thought there
was more of a chance with
women, that they would lose
their investment.
Many companies feel that
their recruiters are very well
informed on EEOC Acts and
that therefore this doesn't
happen in their interviews. This
may be true but it doesn't account for the fact that many of
the women I interviewed are
still being asked 'disc rim inating
questions and it Is not only the
small
company
that
is
uninformed that is doing it.
The best answer to all of these
questions is to let the interviewer know that you are
strongly interested in a lifelong
career and that you are interested in advanced positions
within the company. If you give
this impression to the interviewer, most likely he will
not question you abQut future
personal plans. If these
questions do come up in an
interview, you probably do not
want to accuse him of being
discriminatorv (since vou are

interested In the company), but
It Is stili not a legal line 01
questioning. Therefore, your
answer should be direct and
sufficient of an answer to let
him know that he Is out of line,
yet also let him know that you
are Interested in a career .not a
job. A good answer Is "I have
gone through four years 01
college, and I am very serious
about my career and I plan to
stay in the labor market."
Another suggestion is to ask
"What does this have to do with
my qualifications for the job?"
or "Do you realize this question
is discriminatory?" If you ask
these directly without being
abrasive, no one's toes should
be stepped on.
In talking to many recruiters
that visit our office, I found that
most of the recruiters are not
informed of the EEOC Act.
The~e recruiters are usually
e.ngmeers. pulle~ out of the offlc~ ~r fl~ld wtth~ut a lot ?I
traml.ng . m recrUiting. Their
~uestlonmg about you~ personal
life IS probably out of tgnorance
of your rights in an interview,
therefore, don't immediately
assume that they are trying to
discriminate. against you. But
do not be naive enough to feel
that ~ou have to answer these
questions. Those recrutters that
are informed about the EEOC
Act are mostly personnel
managers
and. tho~oughly
trained
interviewers.
Hopefully, if recruiters a\e
":lore Informed .of women s
nghts~ there will be less
VIOlations.
.
.
.
During my mtervtews. With
these women and companies, I
found a lot of unanswered
questions by the women and
some answers by the com·
panles. Many women that are
( Cont _on . 4)
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Library Dedicated:
Wilson Honored
By PAUL BRAUN
On Saturday, March 3, 1979,
the UMR Library will be
dedicated as the Curtis Laws
Wilson Library.
For the students who don't
know, Curtis L. Wilson, was the
dean of the University of
Missouri School of Mines and
Metallurgy for 22 years. He
started as the Director of MSM
in August of 1941. At that time,
enrollment was less than 1,000,
with about 40 graduate
students, and the faculty consisted . of 75 members, with
fewer than 15 having doctorates. With Dean Wilson's
guidance,
the
school's
enrollment tripled by 1948 and
continued to steadily grow to
what it is today. Also during
Dean Wilson's tenure, a
building program was started
and the campus emerged to
what it is today. The structures
added while he was dean included the Physics building,
Electrical
Engineering
building,
Mechanical
Engineering building, and the
Civil Engineering building. By
his retirement in 1963. MSM's

enrollment was about 3,500 and
had approximately 200 faculty
members. After retiring, Dean
Wilson lived in St. Louis for five
years before moving to Long
Beach, California in 1978, where
he died on August 17, 1978.
The dedication of UMR's
Curtis Laws Wilson Library will
be held at 2 p.m . Saturday on
the second floor of the library.
The activities will begin with a
musical prelude presented by
the UMR's Wind Ensemble.
The ceremony will be
concluded by Chancellor Joseph
M. Marchello presenting a
framed print, memento of the
occasion, to Mrs. Curtis Wilson.
Following
the
dedication
ceremony, a reception will be
held honoring Mrs. Wilson and
her daughter and son-in-law,
Virginia and Jerry Plunkett.
After the festivities, the
library staff will present a short
program demonstrating some
of the new services offered by
the library and tours of tb,e
building will be given. All UMR
students and faculty as well as
the general public are invited to
attend this event.

The UMR Library has been named in honor of Curtis Laws Wilson, formerly Dean of Tne
Missouri S~hool of Mines and Metallurgy.
( Miner ohoto bv Len Struttmann)

News

StuCo C'o nsiders
Committee Shake-Up
Publicity
Committee,
the is the purpose of the more
Student Services Committe~, financially able Student Union
the Academic Affairs Com- Board. Also, it is felt that the
mittee, and the Referendum end-of-semester reviews, which
are sponsored by the Free
Committee.
Currently, however, it is felt University Committee, could be
by some Student Council absorbed by one of the other
members that the Free Student Council committees. '
If the Free
University
University Committee could be
abolished without hampering Committee is dismantled the
Since the Council must keep the structure of the Council Academic Affairs Committee,
tabs on many aspects of student because one of the committee's which is currently chaired by
life the Council is dh :ded into main
functions
directly Rick Proehl, would most likely
seven
committees
as parallels with the functions of take over the responsibility of
prescribed by the Student the Student Union Board continuing the end-of-semester
Council Constitution. At the (SUB). As listed in the Student reviews. In conjunction with
moment these committees are Council Constitution the Free this, Proehl sees the creation of
the Campus Organizations University
is a new committee which will
Committee
over
the
teacher
Committee, the Recruiting and responsible for the organization take
which
are
Hospitality Committee, the of "lectures of interest to the evaluations,
Free University Committee, the student body." This, however, currently conducted by the
Academic Affairs committee. If
this happens, the new com=~~~~~~~
mittee would probably change
the teacher evaluations into a
Missouri Miner
semester-to-semester
happening instead of a once a year
TIle MISSOURI MINER II !be oroelal publleallo. 01 !be IlDdeDll 01 !be
affair which it currently is.
UDlnnlty olM~ It Rolla. II II publlabed weekly It Rolla, MiIIourI. Tbo
If the members of the student
MISSOURI MINER ,.._
leUvlllelol!be atude.1I and lieully 01 UMR.
council wish to vote on the
dismantling of the Free
Ed Latimer
Editor
364-9885
University
Committee
a
Jolm MartIDe
Business Manager
364-9769
proposal supported by twoManaging Editor
BWFrant
364-8115
thirds of the Student Gouncil
Admlnlstrative Assistant
Maureea Murphy
34l-2271
would have to be submitted to
Dr. CurtII Adam.
Faculty Advisor
34J.4809
the whole Student Council.
News: Bob BurdleU, M. Kolbet, C. Grimm, P . Braun. M. Bue ..
After passing this hurdle the
M. Bolten, M. Dunnerman
proposal would have to survive
a three-fourths final vote the
Features: Karea DcnrIIer, C. Danzer, L. Ponzer, S. Rackers,
following meeting.
Avula, G. Sedrlck
If the committee is kept in its
Sports: CbrllRaIIIom, G. Goeke, B. Spencer. G. Schnitzler
present form it would continue
Photogr-aphers: Mike RldlardIoII, D. Seck, L. Struttmann, S. Winter.
to overlap the SUB in its main
objective. If it is abolished, its
Advertising: DeIIIIlI EmUy, R. Schmitt. S. Sontag. J. Rich, D. Meyer
non-overlapping duties would
Circulation: G. Maurer, T. Ziegler
be transferred to the other
Layout Assistants: J. Stoddard. R. Willis
surviving Student Council
committees. Also, a new
Miner Office Phone: 341-4235
committee would probably be
Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a rate 01
formed to conduct the teacher
$Ii per semester.
evaluations in a more efficient
Articles and photos lor publication in the Miner must be in by 9
manner.
Nevertheless,
p.m. on Monday beloreprintlng on Thursday.
whatever occurs will be up to
the members of the Student
THE MISSOURI MINER
T-)
Council because it will directly
University of Mlaaouri-Rolla
affect how they will conduct
Rolla, Mo. 6540)
their business and the general
affairs of the UMR student
body.
,.....,

By MARK G. BOLTEN
The UMR Student Council is
composed of students which
have been selected by their
classmates
in
order
to
represent the students in
relations with University officials and staff personnel.

Staff

t

Auxiliary Enterprises, in its attempl to save money
and pay the bills through 'maximum utilization of
space,' is storing air in the old snack bar. Wait a
minute- doesn't that look more like a bookstore?
(Miner photo by Len Struttmann)

VoteOnUnion
By PAUL BRAUN
During the week of March
5th, the University of Missouri
full-time service and maintenance employees on all four
campuses (uMKC, UMSL,
UMC and UMR) will vote on
whether or not to grant three
unions exclusive recognition.
(Exclusive recognition means
that only these unions will
speak for all employees in the
specified categories.) The three
UnIons are the International
Union of Operating Engineers,
Local 2, the Public Service
Employees Local Union 45 and
the Public Service Employees
Local 1272.
II a majority 01 the employees

vote in favor 01 the proposal,
then the form of recognition
would change from that of
covering only unioll' members,
to a form of recognition where
the specified union represents
all employees in the service and
maintenance cate~ories.
The State Board 01 Mediation
will conduct -the election and
will determine the categories
of employees eligible to vote. Of
the approximately 2,000 eligible
employees on all four campuses, 244 are from the UMR
campus. The Rolla employees
will vote by secret ballot on
March 6th and the outcome
should be available in a few
weeks ,
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Concrete Conference

We've heard aboutthe housing shortage, buttllis Is ridiculous.
(Miner photo by Daryl Seck)

(Cont. from p. 2)
married and their husband is
also looking for a job wonder
how companies view couples
looking for jobs, together. Most
companies feel that married
couples work out great in their
company, but in interviewing
them, they like to view them
very individually and they do
not like to base hiring one upon
hiring the other spouse. They
feel that they will only offer a
job to the person qualified for
an open ")losition. You are also
lim Iting yourself by looking for
a job in this manner. In today's
interviews you must be able to
sell yourself, which is not an
easy task let alone try to sell
your self and your husband. Let
him apply by himself. If he is
out working have him submit a
resume to the company by
writing them himself or by
having him place his resume in
the alumni files (see Mr. Nuss
in the placement office about
alumni files). Recruiters are
not impressed with being
handed a husband's resume
during the wife's interview,
similarly with fiances. Also be
aware that there are compa~ies
that bave policies against biring
spouses. In an Interview If you
do bring your husband-fiance
Into the conversation, you may
be leaving yourself open for the
recruiter to view your personal
life. Several engaged women on
have decided to take off

their engagement rings during
their interviews and plant trips
to avoid being questioned about
this.
If you are engaged or married
to someone already working,
talk over between yourselves
how you wlll handle a transfer
or if your husband is willing to
relocate. This is important for
you to know and be confident
about, for an interviewer may
ask you a question about
whether your husband is willing
to relocate if you should receive
an offer from their company.
Be confident and serious in
answering the question that you
"know" instead of "feel" of
what he will do'. Although this
q~stion
is discriminating
(unless he is employed by that

company). This may be
somethIng that the recruiter
feels Is Important In considering you as an employee.
With
the
Increase
In
professional
women,
the
problems of the marriage of two
professionals will have to be
accepted within companies
more and more. Hopefully, then
the
married
professional
women seeking a job will be
looked upon favorably. Most of
all, if you see yourself in this
situation soon or now, look into
these problems of what you and
your husband plan to do before
you start job hunting. Know
each other's feelings about
transferring, having children,
and careers before you choose a
job and marriage.

Blue Key Miner

Of The Month
The Blue Key Miner of the
month for December is Patrick
McAllister of PI Kappa Alpha.
Pat se.rves on the. fund raising
committee of Big BrothersSisters of Rolla. Recently he
organized ticket sales by his
fraternity to a charity dinner
sponsored by BB-S of Rolla.

These sales represented nearly
half of all tickets sold. Pat is a
sophomore
in
Chemical
Engineering and is active in
APO, AIChE, and NSPE. Pi
Kappa Alpha Is proud to have
Pat represent them as Blue Key
Miner Miner of the Month for
his accomplishments with BB-S
of Rolla.

SOURCE: OPI
The annual Missouri Concrete
(;onference will be held at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Monday, March 12.
Personnel from the concrete
Industries, ready-mix suppliers, Missouri's State HlghW8" Department, construction
companies and city and county
government units are expected
to attend.
TopiCS to be covered at the
·conference include: energy
conservation through use of fly
ash,
thin-bonded
concrete
overlays, recycling concrete
pavements, field experience
with shrinkage-compensating
concrete, testing of in-place
concrete: an overview; and
testing of in-place conrete:
demonstrations. Speaker at the
noon luncheon is James M.
Shllstone,
The
Concrete
Associates Inc., who will talk on
"Making the Concrete Construction Process Work."
A Concrete Inspection and
Testing Workshop will be held
In conjunction with the CORference. Subjects Include: Inspection of concrete during
placement, correct procedures
for conducting slump, air
content, and unit weight tests,
and molding and testing concrete
cylinders.
The
Significance of these tests will

be discussed. Attendance, for
the workshop only, is limited to
the first 30 individuals who sign
up. The workshop will be held at
the same time as the afternoon
conference sessions. There is no
extra charge for the workshop.
Registration for the conference Is $20 per person which
includes cost of the luncheon.
Both the conference and
workshop are extension acof
UMR's
civil
tivities
engineering
department.
Director is Dr. Ward Malisch,
associate professor of civil
engineering.
Cooperating In the sponsorship of this year's conference are: Missouri Concrete
Association, Missouri State
Highway Department, Missouri
Chapter of the American
Concrete Institute, PorUan
Cement Association, Concrete
Council of St. Louis, Midwest
Concrete
Industry
Board,
Associated General Contractors
of St. Louis, Associated General
Contradors
of
Missouri,
Associated General Contractors
of Kansas City, Builders
Association of Missouri, and
Heavy Constructors of the
Greater Kansas City A"ea.
To register or for further
Information, write Ilf call:
Extension Division, University
of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo.
65401 (phone: 314-341-4201).

90t the

gambLQ: fever?
®

ciSilin
lots

bettIng) prizes. bu:ks I
at centennial h~lt- univerSity center
fridB\j J I'Y1lrCh 28:00-·12.:00,...,.

Rolla Craft-Hobby
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

Expires 3-4·79

3 Carnations for $1 .00
Cash & Carry
1107PineRolla,MO 364-3161
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Consultant Says Aux Ent Needs Help
UK NEWS
A consultant's report on food
service operations at the
University of Missouri system's
Columbia and Rolla campuses
has made several recommendations for improving those
services.

n·

In addition, the report
recommended
that
consideration be given to contracting food service operations
at the Rolla campus to a .private
vendor, rather than continuing
it as a campus-operated service.
The report also suggested and the suggestion was accepted by UM - that no iocrease be made in board rates
for students for 1979-80. Last
December an increase ranging
from 2 to 3'1.2 percent in room
rates was made for 1979-80.

Those are the highlights of a
study made by Douglas C.
Osterheld of Douglas Consulting Organization, Madison,
Wis., which was outlined today
(Feb. 23) for the physical
facilities committee of the UM
system Board of Curators.
Earlier some curators had
expressed concern about rising
room and board rates at the
Universit... .
Since 1977 the University has
been involved in an evaluation
of ways to improve food services and yet keep costs to
students at a minimum .
Retaining the consultant to
make a study was another step
in this continuing evaluation.
James R. Buchholz, UM
System vice president for administrative affairs, told the
board committee that the
University is following the
consultant's recommendation

to obtain bids for evaluating the
possible contracting of food
services at Rolla for 1979-80. He
said bids now are being taken to
determine the feasibility of
using an outside firm . The bid
deadline is March 1.
" Any operation can always be
improved," Buchholz said.
"That is not meant to be an
indictment of anything anybody
is doing now"
Outside contracting must be
considered as an alternative,
Buchholz said.
Suggestions offered by the
consultant for improving food
services at the two campuses
Include :
- Change the institutional
dining environment to a more
inviting atmosphere.

- To effect cost savings,
review all possibilities for
energy conservation ; reduce
hours of service and number of
serving lines; and make food
service facilities more efficient.
- Review service, production
and operational aspects of food
services with a view toward
consolidating where possible.
- Review the central stores
operation - which serves the
four campuses in food purchasing,
processing
and
distribution - to assure that the
most effective methods are
being utilized.

Some others, be said, will be
implemented aDd some may be
found impractical or UDaCceptable to stUdents aDd administrators. He added that all
aspects
of food service
operations will continue to be
reviewed periodically.
In comparing daily food
service costs at UJIR with tbose
at eight University of Wisconsill
Southwest
campuses
and
Missouri State University. tile
consultant said that UK costs
generally were bigber in tile
areas of food. labor and supplies. Six of the Wisconsin
campuses and SMSU hue
private
contractors
operating' their food services.

Improve
accounting
procedures. Use zero-based
Buchholz said if UM desires
budgeting and long range (fiveto achieve further reductiolls
year) budget planning.
food service costs, a change in
Buchholz said some of the philosophy regarding services
suggestions already were in use provided to the students would
before the stlldy was made. be necessary.__ _

What can you do
at Northrop?

Move up •••
fly Marine.

What can't

Stand o ur ho t F-4 Phan-

I

tom on its tai l and jet into

you do?

the stratosph ere . If you 're
in co ll ege now and want
to fl y. we can get yo u off
th e grou nd . Ou r PLC Air
Program guarantees fl ig ht
school after basic trai ning , If yo u qual ify. we ca n
put you in the ai r be fore
college graduation with
free c ivi lian fl y ing le ssons. Co ntact yo ur local
re cruiter Now! Call 800423 - 260 0 , to ll free. In
Cal ifo rn ia
800-2520 241 .

Thi s is th e ti me to ask yourself . Because at
of education , w e pro babl y need you .

N orthrop,

whate ver yo ur field of interest.

Northrop: is much more th00 just planes. It's on employer that' s behi nd you aU
th e w ay , helpi ng yo u 10 grow and en courag ing yo ur co ntri bu tions. Anq we o Her
opportun ities in on exci ti ng variet y of vocati o ns, including a wi de range of Aircraft
diSCiplines: Manufacturing ... ad van ced A vio nics . . . Eng i neering .
Alongside some of the top profeSSionals in the industry, you ' ll face a future charged with challenge and dynamic growth . And at Northrop, thot f uture can be - you can be - whatever you
put yaur m ind to.
-

~

WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS

The Few.
The Proud.
The Marines.

March 5, 1979

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER TODAY!
Equal Opportunity Employer M / F

DATE: 5, 6, 7 Mar. 79
TIME: 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m.
PLACE: Student Union

NORTHROP
Making advanced technology work.

,
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Fifth Annual Merit

Badge University
Is Successful
MICHAEL DUNNERMANN

The 1979 Merit Badge
University
held
Saturday,
February 26, on the U.M.R.
campus was a big success. Over
625 scouts attended this years
program . There were a total of
49 different troops, amongst
which were three Girl Scout
troops . Because of M.B.U.'s
popularity this will be a boost to
the expansion of Beta Chi
Sigma.
The program this year began
at 5:00 A.M . with the Beta Chi
Sigma members setting up
class rooms, the lunch room,
and the registration desk In the
St. Pats Ballroom. Flag
ceremony was at 9:00 by Beta
Chi Sigma Members, William
Muilenburg, Vincent Waits, and
Andrew Mueller. The scouts
were then led off to their
morning skill sessions. The
leaders were entertained by
M.B .U. Director

....

Lunch was served from 11 : 00
A.M. to 1:30 P.M. at the St.
Pat's church gym . Afternoon
skill sessions were then held
until 4:30 P .M. when closing
flag ceremony was held and the
scouts received their M.B.U.
'79' patch.
The largest skill session held
this year was held by A.C.M. It
was in charge of helping over
100 scouts earn their Computer
Science Inerit badge. The
scouts were given a chance to
use the computer, hear alec·
ture over its history and then,
given a test over the material
covered. Another favorite merit
badge was Aviation. For this
session the scouts were taken on
a tour to Dichman Airfield.
The overall reaction to
M.B.U . '79' was that It was fun .
Beta Chi Sigma members wish
to thank all the organizations,
faculty members and the scouts
that
make Merit Badge
University so important to

I

Students and faculty all over camp us viewed tast Monday's eclipse, using everything
from telescopes to pinhole pr ojectors. The UMR Astronomy Club set up a telescope at the
obser vatory, and the other students shown are using a telescope and projection screen.
.
( Miner photos by Len StruHmann)
Rose . Are Reddish
Mums Are Whitish

HAPPY WAKES
Gaad Riddance Snakes ,
Pre pare For Your Wakes.
Rolla MI.sau ,
Ha. No Fear Of YOJl.
Saint Pat'. Baard's
Shamrock Clad t10Ir d.,.",,/
Shillelagh. l e aded
Snake. Behe ade d

.Tug 0 War Fi.nals
Hail To The Cho mps

Klss!n' The Blarney Stone .

Will Make You Iri sh

Greg Elzie

~': ,

~
~,

,.:

Sigma Ph i Epsilon

"

An d y Call

Ka rl M o rt in
G l en V e rm enl

MOl Bruin s

Women's

Basketllall Relay Finals
Hall To The Champ.
. Kappa Delta
Angie 8Qker , De b 8 enn" , 8 e lh Spe ncer ,
lindo McKins ey , Bon nie Hube rt

~==~~~~=::r==~~~t~::r==J!ill~~==C::=~~~~~=l==~@~~::=~~=::J!jj~i:::::==;~=::!!ill~~=~

t -;I~RCH

CA NDlEliGHT NIG HT

Se a ls lor 1"4 , No cover ,

_

February UMR Intramurals
Tearn Of The Week- Accocta
Player Of Th e Wee k
John Ande rson , Phi Ka ppa Theta
Teom 0 1 The W _ k _ Dello Sigma Phi

Player Of The w_k
Tim McSh e rry , Ph i Ka p pa Alpha
UMR sl udent collec ting dona tion, lo r 51. Pol',
Para de , collapsed fr o m e xhaust ion in dow ntown
Rollo . Do ve , Ihe barber . ron to him , cl ippers in
ha nd. and while l ri mming 'Iudenl', bea rd . yell ed .
"Ca ll the Po ra mediu ,"

·G~7k:i;, I::~~~ea:e:~ilse~~~~~;i~i: :I:;'~~~S o;~lse
while a ppra ising his rin g . yelled . "Get him a
"Give him a sho t'o l whiskey : ' sa id Ihe sweet o ld
blanke
la d y,t. "
Tom So w." , ,he p"bl;,h." ,ell ed . "Do n', mo.e
him." and Ihen to his aide , "Ho ld the Ira nI page ."
"G ive h im a sho t 01 whiskey," sa id Ihe s weet o ld

-

Sludenl , o pening hIS eyes , ' WiII yo u guys pl&05e
sh u, u p and lis ten 10 Ihol s weet old lady ,"

Dav~~~'o~~~~~:'n~hop

.

~~~':;;:;-;;;:;:;-.r------.r--------;:r-------.t---"":=:'--~;!-"":~!..:::.:..!=='-;;l---:'-~~---;d s:a:~~h:~;!i~I~:i~:lw:~~:~~ic~;:~ ~:~1:7ed
lillie boy in cho ir , Ihe n said 10 Dove , .... m going 10
buy a s ha mrock lo r 51 . Po, 's Parade . be ri gh t bock .
When boy's haircut was done , Dove sa id , "l ooks
like yo ur d a ddy largot you ,"
"Tha i wos n', my daddy , He lus t walked up
sa id , 'Co me on , bo y. We're 9Onno ge t a Ir_
haircut ,' "

TAICK NIGHT
Trick wi th cords·w in a bog
of frie s. Tr ick wi th coin· win
a burge r. Make youne lf
d isQPpeor ·w in Q brea kfol l ,
6 p ,m .·q p.m ,
"'lot first yQ U don',
s ucceed , d ine a t
McDo nald'" the n proceed ,"

BEARD NIGHT
Hono r 01 51. PQl's
Mole or fe mQl e with beard ,
w in a bag ol l ries. Green
bea rd· win a brea k los I.
6 p .m .,q p.m ,
" Nolhing could be 'ounder
I ho n a McDona ld's QUQrler
Pounder."

UMR MEAL PLAN
A UMA coed pr.lented a
check 10 a te ller 01 Phe lps
Counly 80hk lor ca sh ing.
telle r: "Can you ide nt ify
i'ourse lf?" Coed reached
Inlo her purse, look o ul a
s mall mirror, s tud ied 11 lor
a min ule , Ihen so ld , "Yes ,
it's me t "

1

, ponho.~~~"'n:7

UMR Osage Chapter of
Intercollegiate Knights
W I lt

UMR MEAL PLAN

••

chocolole shoke ." ·

UM.

Sign/ Birthstone
Pisces/ Aqua Mo ri ne
Pis ces/ Aqua Morine
Pisces / Aqua Mo rine
Pisces / Aq ua Morine
P, sces Aquo Mo ri ne
Aries D.amo nd
Anes D.omo nd
Aries DIamond

1 of 3·w;n a bo g 01 fn es ,
3 0 1 3·win a burger
6 p .m .q p.m ,

"Mister , I ho",en',
10l te d lood lor a
w _k ,"
Mine r "Do n',
worry . II still lost es
th. some ,"

Mmer ' "Thoughl you we re
gomg 10 vlS il thaI b londe In
her o porlmenl lonigh t." 2nd
Miner ' '" d id ." l SI Miner
"Ho w come yo u're ho me so
early?" 2nd Mi ne r "We ll ,
we so, awhile & cholled
' hen she turned oul Ihe
ligh ts , I can tok e a hint. "

hos l the no tional conve nilon 'n Ao llo
April 3rd Ih r u April 61h ,

CREW BIRTHDAYS

QUIZ NIGtiT

'Moke her 'Igh , wl lh our
cherry pIe "

Wolf howl.win a bog a t
fries. Tarzan yell,wln a
burgor . Coyo le howl ' wln a
breo klos t.
6 p ,m ,,9 p,m
"McDona ld's , a nome
lamll ies hQve lound
means quality , cleonlinen
and is world renowned.'

SLOGAN NIG HT
'Choosy ch.e5e chool ers
always soy cheese , please ,
when Ihey choose Ihe
chee,e In Ihe
cheeseburgers a t
McDonald's"
So y It In 2 s econds, wm Q
bog 01 f r1 e ~ ,
6 p.m ,.9 p m

Crew Perso n of th e Month
Zo la Moy lee
burge r
6 p ,m .q p.m
" A McDo nald', burger 15
pure de light
In re\ rouronl lore II's ou r
at 51ghl '

Fo r Grade & Junior High School
Ho w ma ny s pecIes dId

Moso~

have 0., Ihe Ark ?"

fIs h gou rmel
OUI gIve 10 mana ger w In a bog 01 tr Ies

Pro ASUM
(continued from pg. 1)

00

St.
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they are on the Rolla campus.
They will be here for a talk
show tonight at 7:00 p.m. to be
aired on KMNR Radio. Students
are encouraged to call in and
have their questions and
ASUM's answers heard live on
KMNR. If your questions are
satisfactorily answered. be sure
to turn out next week to vote
YES on the ASUM referendum .
(See Ediletters for additional
Pro ASUM statements from the
four student body presidents in
the UM system . )

occurring.
students of the University of
The definite advantages of
Missouri.
ASUM should be carefully
This type of student voice in weig\led by each Rolla student
government
is
critically before voting on the referenneeded. President Carter is _ dum next week. If you have any
pushing Congress to cut back on questions about ASUM contact
federal student financial aid in your
Student
Council
an effort to cut the overall Representative. or better yet.
federal budget. Without the ask the questions directly to the
active lobbying efforts of ASU M representatives when
student organizations
like
ASUM. student input on matters such as the federal
(continued
financial aid issue would be nil.
The success of ASUM on the
from pg.l)
olumbia campus can be directly
attributed to the hard work of
received increased educational
the staff and lobbying interns of already· far short of the an- spending by the government.
the organization. These people ticipated. UMKC. with ap- And they did. but our nations
command the poise and ex- proximately 10.000 students. president wiped out most of
perience required to effectively voted the issue down last week": their work with a swish of bis
lobby before State Senators and What does this say about their pen and cut back the budgets
State Representatives. Should lobbying power now?
' for college loans and grants
ASUM come to the Rolla
In looking Into the ac- considerably .
campus. UMR students would complishments. policies. and
have the opportunity to apply especially the budgets of
ASUM's budgets for this last
for the staff and Intern positions ASUM. I have found some In- fiscal year are a story in
of ASUM. These positions will teresting points:
themselves. For instance. of the
not be limited to strictly UMC
At present. the by-laws of the $52.000 that was budgeted for
students.
Association· provide for an their operation. more than 50
As previously stated In the Administrative Board made up percent. or $27.000. was spent on
Miner last week. ASUM Is rated of 13 voting members from- the their
full time
salaried
as one of the top student lob- four Missouri campuses. From positions. And of the $6.900 that
bying groups In the country by these 13 members. UMR holds was budgeted for travelling
the Collegiate Press Service. only two of the total votes. Any expenses. tbere were two
The fruits of their efforts were proposal tbat comes before tbe conferences tbat were attended
realized when ASUM suc- board of directors requires a 2-3 at the students expense. one to
cessfully lobbied to obtain an vote of the members present to Colorado and the other to
extra $1 million dollars for the be passed. Therefore. UMR's Washington. D.C. The grand
Missouri Grant Program and vote is insignificant In any total for tbese; $4.100. Must of
they were able to convince the deCision. in fact. we don·t have been a good time!
State House of Representatives enougb votes to veto any
I believe what the issues comto pass a bill on students full proposal that comes up. In es down to is. "What is ASUM
partiCipation in the governing other words. we've got no going to do to directly affect us.
of the University. ASUM is "clout." Keeping in mind that the students of UMR? What are
presently working in Jefferson UMR is a small. highly we going to get from yet
City to pass bills allowing a specialized scbool. this "Im- another Increase in our student
voting student member on the balance of power" would activity fee that we aren't
Board of Curators and giving 18 definitely not be In our favor.
getting now? And the answer is.
year olds the majrolty rights of
Although we don't have much absolutely nothing. nothing
every other adult In Missouri.
In common with the otber three more than what we have gained
Many of the seniors at UMR Missouri campuses. there Is one from their work over the past
will remember that several common tie that all students couple of years. Regardless of
years ago. a push was made to relate too. MONEY. and ASUM ' UMR joining the association or
prohibit engineering students relates to this also. In fact. they Dot. we still get tbe same
the opportunity to take the EIT claim that they lobbi~d and benefits.
exam while they were In school.
This is precisely the type of
Issue where the organized efA meeUng to explore the possibility of starting a
forts of ASUM would plove te be
classical guitar club at UMR will be held at 6:30
very beneficial to Rolla
p.m. 10 Room 101 of the Old Cafeteria on Wedstudents. With ASUM lobbying
against this action. the move
nesday, March 14, 1979. All persons who may be
probably would never have
Ioterested are urged to attend.
gotten off the ground. Fortunately for UMR students. the
efforts of our . professional
societies (primarily ASCE)
prevented this action from

ConASUM

to

III.
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••• Scuba, Water Safety,
••• Canoeing Course Petition
••
••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
••
••
Petition
••
••
i•
t·

Have you ever wanted to learn to scuba dive. but could
never afford it? Have you ever heard of a friend who
learned to dive at college as a regular credit course? Well.
the UMR Scuba Club would like to see UMR students have
a similar opportunity to widen their knowledge of not only
scuba diving. but many other water related activities as
well.
How are they going to do this? To be quite honest. we
need your help. The UMR Scuba Club now has a petition to
the appropriate UMR officials to have them consider
offering such courses. How can you help? If you are in
favor of this petition. we urge you to see anyone in the
UMR Scuba Club and sign it. If you don·t know or can·t
find anyone in the scuba club you can find copies in Room
113 or the Mining Building or Room 101 of Fulton Hall. So
that you will better understand this petition. a copy of the
petition is below .

i•

•t
••
•••
•••

We the undersigned. as students of UMR. by affixing
our signatures. are requesting that the Un!versity of
Missouri at Rolla give favorable consideration to the
following:
Expanding the variety and selectiol. of water related
courses offered here at UMR. This would include sucb
courses as Advanced lifesaving. Water Safety Instructor.
Basic and Advanced openwater Scuba Diving. canoeing
and others.
Offering these as credit courses to all UMR students
usable as free electives. the only additional fee being a
nominal charge for necessary equipment and classroom
materials.
Courses similar to these are offered on other University
of Missouri campuses and we would like to have a similar
chance to expand our knowledge in water related activities.
By signing this petition I have read and fully understand
its contents and totally and completely agree with its
contents.

Classical Guitar Club

Founders' Day
Banquet

Christopher Jewelers

:805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264
wa~Ae~~~~~~~Aa~'~.~'~'~~·~'~~~~~

By MmEBUEL
On Marcb 3. the UMR campus
will celebrate tbe 100tb anniversary of the founding of •
UMR-MSM. at noon; In the ;
University Center East. Cen- :

~

;;,······U···N··.·-I'·V···E··R-··S::"·-I'-TY·· CENTER .. _.,
INFORMATION DESK
•

~~nn:~~:;dT~It:n~:rc w~~;

Novelties That Serve A Purpose

;

UMR's Brass Cbolr. Historical : MAGNETIC CliPS-Attach to steel surface. Clip:
comments will be made by Mrs. :
,
memos , etc. together
C.J. Millar on the relationship ~
between the city of Rolla and :
STEEL TAPE MEASURE-6 Ft .
,
UMR-MSM. Also attending the :
MONEY ClIP-,-With knife blad.e and nail file.
~
celebration are the members of ~
the
Parenl$
Association;
KEY RING-With chain and belt clip.
~
executive committee.
•
SCOTCH TAPE-With refillable dispenser.
:
The luncheon will be finished ;
In time for those who are Invited "
COASTERS- 6 per pack
,
to attend dedication ceremonies
.
(2 p.m.) af the Curtis- Laws
THERMO STEINS-~tching 8 oz. and 16 oz . with Joe ~
Wilson Library.
'I!'.
Miner logo
'
Tickets are $3.65 per person ~ CIGARETTE LIGHTERS- Both Bic and stainless steel ~
with a meal consisting of a
refillable fluid .
'
delicious shrimp salad plate.
SAL T & PEPPER SHAKE RS- Gla ss and ce ram ic
buttered cinnamon rolls and ,
sherbet for dessert. Students ,~----A
~II-it-e-m- s- c-o-n-t-a-i n-'U
"'CM
""""'R-'I-o -g o
- o-r -se
- a-'I' -i-m-p-r-in-'-- - ~
and faculty are encouraged to
~
attend as well as the general
~~
public. Reservations must be ~
made by calling 341-4001 on or ~
Phone
341.4296
~
before Wednesday. Feb. 28.
,~.' ••••••

UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST

Some of our
classrooms
aren't

classrooms.
ARMY ROTC.
Fo r d etail s, contact:
Military Science Depa~ment
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI· ROLLA

34 1-4741

••
••
••
••
•••
••
•
•••
••••
••
••
••
•
•••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
••
•••
••
•••
•
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'THE MOVE IS ON TO NATIONAL'

NATIONAL SELLS
ONL Y U.S.D.A .
GOV ' T GRADED
CHOICE BEEF

OSOA GOV ' T
GRA DE D C HO ICE

Rump Roast

NOTICE

II .ny 01 Ih' .dv~ l s.d il lm , .r. not
.... Ulb ll dur in g th e p eriod CO'Ilred by Ihl s
Nl tlo n, l Supe r Mlrk. l , Inc .. Advertl, ..
m e n l, you
1 1'11 1111<1 to I si mil l f p rod u ct
01 .,q UII or btJ n lf QUIlity IS • s u bsillull
lor Ih, Id"'. rliled p ri ce (or lower price) of
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Magician Performs
By Curt Grimm
~arla Danzer

MagIcian John Fablanc.

A week ago yesterday, on
Wednesday the 21st, magician
and comic John Fabjance
performed before an amazed
and amused crowd in Centennial Hall. Although the
crowd wasn't as large as the
SUB had hoped - probably due
to the confusion over the
postponed date - that was
made up for in enthusiasm, as
Fabjance was a complete
delight. For his opening feat he
swung a rope overhead, turning
it into a cane before our eyes.
After
proceeding
through
several additional diversions,
he called a young boy from the
audience onstage, and the real
fun began. Fabjance likes to get
his audience to participate in
his tricks, adding to their
mystery and entertainment.
The boy was quite at home as he
assisted in a cute rope trick,
cutting the rope ends to even
them up and never succeeding.
Then, with the additional
assistance of a young girl from
the audience, Fabjance created
the illusion of passing steel
through . flesh,
apparently
cutting off their hands at the
wrist. The kids didn't mind
though, and the audience by this
time trusted him completely.
Fabjance has said "My first
aim is to develop honesty with
my audience." His whole act Is
on the up and up, and Fabjance

Ediletters
STUCO
Presidents
ForASUM

Agrees With
Reorganization
Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,
The Associated Students of
the University of Missouri
<ASUM)
is ' a
student
organization which lobbies the
state legislature on issues that
concern students. Since its
inception in 1975 at UMC. ASUM
has grown in effectiveness and
stature with the legislature.
Now is the time for students
from all four campuses of the
University to unite together and
work
effectively
toward
achieving our common goals.
We heartily endorse ASUM and
urge you to vote YES in the
ASUM referendum.
Randy James, UMKC Student
body president
Cortez Lofton, UMSL Student
body president
Steve Treis, UMR Student
body president
Doug Liljegren, UMC Student
body president
John Mencl, Chair, ASUM
Board of Directors

I wish to express that
although I agree with your
e ditorial of last week concerning the removal of Dean
Ponder from his poSition, I
believe that you 've been hasty
in judging the functioning of the
University under the Chan·
cellor's new organizational
structure.
Your main indictment of his
system was the Chancellor's

downstown

Inavallability to be interviewed
concerning his reorganization. I
personally prefer a Chancellor
that is less concerned with his
relations with the press and
more concerned with his
obligations. This past Wednesday the Chancellor was
available to me, a student, after
a short walt during his open
office hours. I found him extremely
attentive
and
responsive concerning the
matter on which we spoke. You
must realize his inavallabllity
to you as a member of a
generally hostile press does not
imply he won't be responsive to
you as a student.
(Cont.onp. 15)

by Tim Downs

makes no pretense of being '
mysterious. He is there to have
fun and see to it that we have
fun too. Highly professional,
and thoroughly enjoyable, John
Fabjance is a total entertainer.
In an interview after the
show, John Fabjance impressed me as an honest and
personable man . A ·bread·and·
butter' magician, as he calls
himself,
Fabjance
has
developed his talent to encompass all phases of magic
and entertainment. He started
working with magic in high
school and now, with 25 years of
experience, Fabjance is truly a
professional. He has Invented
over 200 tricks, several of which
he shared with us that night. He
has also designed tricks for the
Ringling Brothers-Barnum and
Bailey Circus clowns and the
Ice Capades, plus whole shows
at Six Flags. He has worked for
Ralston-Purina and Hershey,
designing tricks to be printed on
their cereal boxes and syrup
cans for promotion. Fabjance
has worked with Blackstone Sr.
and appeared on national TV on
the Jackie Gleason Show. He
has taught and supplied magic
to
students,
salesmen,
ministers, coaches, and many
others of all ages.
Living in Illinois, Fabjance
has appeared (and disappeared) several times in the St.
Louis area, as well as performing nationwide. He owns a
magic shop in Bethalto, illinOis,
and
publishes
a
magic

magazine called Legerdemain
which means slight of hand.
On top of all this, John
Fabjance has given a start to
the careers of many other
magicians and entertainers.
One of his proteges started as a
young magician at Six Flags.
and is now in charge of all entertainment there.
In talking to this man, it
becomes apparent that the
magic, comedy, and entertainments are just means of
expression and not ends In
themselves. As with the young
fellow he helped on his way,
magic has been for him a tool.
Many popular entertainers of
today started out performing
magic - Johnny Carson, Dick
Cavett, and Steve Martin all
began
their
careers
as
magicians. John Fabjance has
stayed with his first love and
carried his art to it's fullest.
Like other arts, magic is an
expression and, when the
personable Fabjance performs,
he draws his audience In to
enjoy with him, In childlike
wonder, the fun of magic.
Fabjance expressed a strong
desire to make a return
engagement and also offered us
one of his additional services.
He supplies tricks to be printed
in newspapers, explaining some
basic magic you can use to fool
friends and family! Watch tbis
space for your first mystery,
and let the SUB know how you
feel about more of this sort of
entertainment.

Brass Quintet
Virtuoso
SOURCE: OPI
The St. Louis Brass QUintet
will perform at the University
of Missouri-Rolla Tuesday,
March 6, 8 p.m., in the
University Center East, Centennial Hall.
t 'he concert is sponsored by
the UMR Student Union Board
and the Missouri Arts Council.
Music has been chosen from
the repertOire of several centuries - from 17th Cen tury
England and the work of Giles
Farnaily to music from the 20th

Century,
"Windows"
by
Morgan Powell. Highlight of the
program will be the premiere
of
Joseph
performance
Ferrante's "Three Scene" for
brass quintet.
The group is composed of
virtuoso brass performers who
also play with the St. Louis
Symphony and the St. Louis
Municipal Opera.
The concert is open to the
public. There is no admission
charge.

p
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KUMR To Present
Live Radio Play
On Saturday March 3, at 4:30
p.m., Radio Station KUMR (FM
88.5, this campus' public radio
station) will present a thirtyminute drama based on Guy de
Maupassant's best-known short
story "The Necklace", adapted
for radio by Monique Rollins.
Many students have read
"The Necklace", either translated or in the original French.
It bas been called "the perfect
sbort story" and, like Guy de
Maupassant's other tales, is
marked by keenly observed
characters (he was one of
Flaubert's students) and a
surprise ending. Set in late
nineteenth-century France, the
story revolves around a clerk at
the Ministry of Public Instruction, Monsieur Loisel, and
bis ambitious wife Mathilde. In
a very class-conscious society,
the girl is neither "Upstairs"
(where sbe would like to be),
nor "Downstairs" ( a place she
feels too good for), rather sbe
seems to be stuck on the mezzanine. Her attempt to use her
beauty and charm to lift herself
out of mediocrity only results in
a gigantic mess, with the ever:S:: j II i :;:;:;S5;: ::5,

3[EJN'79
ROCKY
MTN . i

NEWS;Cf?

loving, ever-patient Mr. Loisel
left to pay the bills, The radiodrama will include some soundeffects, but not the one tbe
audience will most wish for: to
bear de Maupassant's antiheroine (and that doesn't
mean she was against drugs)
get what she richly deserves ...
a swift kick in the bustle.
Several UMR students have
roles In tbis presentation.
Mathilde is played by Cindy
Callahan (best remembered for
ber roles in "Arsenic and Old
Lace", "Paint Your Wagon",
"Bus
Stop" ,
and
"The
Mousetrap").
Ross Fields
(current President of the UMR
Theater Guild) is Monsieur
Loisel. The role of the jeweler is
played by Jim Parker, and Ann
Marie Tomberlin is Mathilde's
rich
girlfriend,
Madame
Forrestier. Also appearing will
be Paulette Klimaszewski,
Larry HarriS, Gregg Koch, and
Brian Miller, as well as several
town people and KUMR staff
members. The narrator will be
Wayne Bledsoe, professor of
History in the Humanities
Department.
'

Good neighbors

Study In Britai n This Summer For Credit :::::e::: :::ssss

Susquehanna UniverSity will
conduct its eighth biennial
summer study program at
Oxford University in England
during the summer of 1979.
Applications are now being
accepted.
"Susquehanna at Oxford" is a
program of study in British
history, culture, and SOCiety
with relevant travel and excursions in England. Admission
is open to undergraduates from
Susquehanna
and
other
colleges, secondary school
teachers,
recent
college
graduates seeking enrichment,
or any seriously interested
adult.
The group is scheduled to
arrive in London on June 21 for
a week of tours related to the
academic program, theatres,

concerts,
sightseeing
and
leisure time. A four-day excursion to Edinburgh, Scotland,
is also planned.
Students will then spend five
weeks in residence in the
historic Durham Quadrangle at
University College, the oldest of
Oxford's colleges, founded in
1249.
Participants enroll in two
courses,
including
either
British History, Politics and
Society: 1870 to the Present or
British Literature : 1870 to the
Present. These two courses are
part of Oxford University'S
regular
summer
school
program, with lectures by
various British scholars and
public figures . "Susquehanna
at Oxford" students also attend
bi-weekly seminars led by S.U .
faculty members.
The students select an ad-

dltional course from a group of
electives including History of
British Theatre, History of the
Fine Arts in England : 1660-1837,
The Modern English Comic
Novel, British Atomic Scientists, Management Techniques
in British Industry, and The
British Education System .
Offering of elective courses is
conditional upon sufficient
enrollment.
'
Oxford has a unique atmosphere in which a quiet,
charming medieval university
exists side-by-side with a
bustling modern city of 100,000.
In existence since at least 912,
when it is mentioned in "The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle," it is
called "the City of a Thousand
Spires" because of the many
towers, domes, steeples, and
delicate ornamental pinnacles
of the 36 colleges which make
up the university.

High Flying
Opportunity.
At General DynamiCS in Fort Worth, we have long-term
programs fhat offer a challenge to the engineering
professionol. If you are looking for an opportunity to wor1<
on such projects as the F-'16 Multirole Fighter or
advanced aircraft and electronic programs, then
General DynamiCS is looking for you.
We will be on your campus interviewing March 7
& 8. Sign up now for an appointment at your
placement office.
GENERAL OYNAMICS

During the five weeks in
Oxford, participants also have
the opportunity to take excursions to other parts of Great
Britain, including both independent outings and guided
tours related to the academic
program .
Following the Oxford session,
Susquehanna also offers an
optional tbree-week tour of the
European continent, with travel
by
rented minibus. The
itinerary includes Brussels,
Munich, Salzburg, Innsbruck,
Lucerne, Interlaken, Berne,
Heidelberg, Cologne, and Paris.
The program is under the
direction of the S. U. political
science department. Brochures
containing further information
including costs are available
from Dr. Robert Bradford,
Susquehanna
University,
Selinsgrove, Pa. 17870.

FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES

IE,OFFEI
JOBS All
AIETTEI
Lift
AFTEI
COLLEGE
Army ROTC offers you
a no-obligation, six-week
summer leadership program at Fort Knox, Ky.
You'll earn about $450
and an opportunity to
enter advanced ROTC
next fall. That means
extra income ($2,500
during your last two years
of college) and leads to
your commission as an
Army officer.
Army ROTC also offers
you new career opportunities after college - parttime as a leader in Reserve while employed in
the civilian community or
full-time on active duty.
For details and an interview appointment. contact :

MILITARY SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT
BLDG T-2
PHONE 341-4741

THE ABMY IIJTC
Tn·VW....,..
FOR THE
GOOD UFE.
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A lien Ross CoReehouse

Songs Of Many Things
By LINDA MARIE
The real Allen Ross was in'terwoven In the songs he performed and the stories he told.
With every song, every story,
he held the attention of his
audience. From his serious,
almost historical songs to his
"crazy, corney" tunes, Allen
was more than professional and
entertaining; he was sincere.
He sang of the Ozarks, his
daughter Adrian and of the
world. He shared his thoughts,
his loves and his very life with
all who cared to listen.
A bit of Tom Paxston, Steve
Goodman, Jimmy Driftwood,
Jimmy Buffet, and Dick Feller
were heard In Allen's concert.
Yet he also laced these old
favorites (song's like "City of
New Orleans" and "Baby-O")
with songs as new and as fresh
as Allen himself.
Allen started his concert with
Jim Croce's "I've Got A
Name," and put on a really
great show. To the guys In the
audience he dedicated the song "Very Unfortunate Man," to
the girls - "Your Papa's Not
Your Papa, but Your Papa
Don't Know."
Not always a comic, Allen
performed
a
particularly
.striking song he wrote entitled,
"California By Land." This
song was echoed with the losses
and tragedies of a wagon train
headed toward California .
He also did Jiminy Buffet's
"Death of an Unpopular Poet."
A melody about a poet whose
words made one happy and

"It'll mat~ a p-eat IiIllleIagb, but
area't glaDt aequolaJ protected by
law!"

ATTENTION COLLEG
SENIORS
We have executive posltlons available In more
than 40 career fields.
Qualify and you can find
yourself filling one of these
as an Nr Force officer. Pius,
the Air Force offers you an
excellent salary and workIng conditions ... training
... .30 days of paid vacation a year .. . and ma ny
opporturities for adva ncement and g raduate educa tion.
Call now. Find out if you
can fill one of these pasitions of repsonsibility.
SSgt. David Carlock
102 West 10th
Rollo . MO 65401
(314) 364 ·4367

made one cry. Yet it was not
until the poet died that his
poems "turned into gold."
The ' 'squawking space filler "
or harmonica as some call it,
was next introduced by Allen as
he showed his excellence using
it. He also used the dulcimer on
several scottish tunes .
Perhaps it was his train songs
that roused the audience the
most. As he did a medley of
them, including; "Wallbash
Cannon Ball," "Mason Dixon
Line" and concluding it with
"I'll fix your flat-tire Murl."

Adding a religious number to
his concert, Allen did a Grey
Kieser tune. The chorus of
which went like this :
"Roll up your pants-n-take a
walk with me-Roll up your
pants you poor lost soul-Roll up
your pants and take a walk with
me-and I'll promise you the
streets of gold. "
An instrumentalist, a Singer, .
a weaver of songs - Allen Ross
left this audience with much to
remember and much to think
about and reflect. He will not
soon be forgotten .

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

'Ya Ie Of Two Students
cancelled due to Mardi Gras
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Good morning, campers!
This column now has a
distinctive
moniker, SUBscripts, and is THE fountain 'IIf
knowledge about upcoming
SUB events.
Applications for SUB officer
elections will be out on Wednesday, Feb. 28, and applications for directorships will
be out March S. Pick up applications for both in the Glass
Palace, liS Student Union.
Elections will be held in about a
month.
The St. Louis Brass QUintet
will be presented by the Fine
Arts committee on Tuesday,
March 6 at 8 p.m. in Centennial
Hall, for free as usual.
John Biggs, veteran UMR
coffeehouser, will do it again on
March 9 from 8 to 10 p.m. (not
12 as the flyers say), courtesy of

the Social committee.
The Dirt Band will be appearing here March 17,
Saturday of St. Pat's. Tickets
will be three dollars for
students, two per ID , and will go
on sale in the Union on March 8.
The Recreation committee
has a· Racquetball tournament
going, and everyone particlpating is urged to get the
matches played on schedule.
Also, sign up for the Spades
tournament this week in the
New Student Union. This will be
played March 22 in Centennial
Hall. For answers, call Ron
Diamont at 364-4289.
Casino Night is almost upon
us! Special Events is sponsoring this annual gambling
orgy once again this Friday,
March 2, in Centennial Hall
from 8 to 12 p ..m.
Be there! A10ha.

((I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."
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By DAVID STRAHORN
Tbe walls were damp ; the
floors uneven and the lighting
inadequate, yet Mber 42797
showed little discom fort on bis
journey through the tunnel
towards "M". Party Administrators had decided long
ago that there were much more
profitable ways to employ bers
than in tunnel reclamation - so
it bad been put off until way
past It's time.
As an aid to party information
flow, campus radio blared incessantly througb the lengths of
the tunnel. "This is KUOX your
"U"
network
information
service," the sexy voice
reported. KUOX was the only
station approved for party
members. It was found that bad
news only increased ber
agitation and led to inefficient
usage of time. Thus KUOX was
dedicated to producing "Good
news all day long."
The brigbt sunlight was
blinding after the darkness of
the tunnel and 42797 hesitated in
an attempt to regain his sight.
Edging out onto the sidewalk he
nearly tripped over a display
booth which eneompassed
three-quarters of the walkway.
"Are you a good party member?" said the accusing voice.
He knew who It was immediately - the Green Board.
"Have you bought your
hologram ticket yet?" chimed
in another burly fellow. Mber
42797 knew be was trapped.
Another time be might have
been able to slip away mumbling apologies, but this time he
was uDder surveillance. A taIl
thin man In black coveralls
watched carefully to see what
events would conspire. "I'll
take two," 42797 said. "Tbat's
ten dollars then Mac." 42797
paid the Board members and
left. The Green Board was an
Ox function wbose main purpose was to organize Green
Day, a time to celebrate the
almighty dollar. Equipment
and paraphenalla for the event
could be rented from them for a

small price. From time to time
when profits were slipping Bmen were assigned to booths In
order to find who had and had
not purchased from the board
that day. Their original duties
had been as caretakers but now
the students took care of that.
Walking briskly he momentarily noted the unfolding
panorama on the sidewalk
beneath his feet. Display after
display of Items available at the
U Store.
Entering the classroom Mber
42797 took his seat and waited
for the lecture to begin. Lectures were all three !limensional video presentations Interrupted only occasionally by
commercials. Mber 42797
thought of how wasteful it would
be to maintain a living faculty
when a taped one took up so
much less space and money.
Before the schedUled talk began
another holographic figure
strode out onto the stage. This
was quite an honor for the man
before them was none other
than Charello! The figurehead
leader for all "U" activities.
Speaking he said, "I have
decided as a matter of policy to
increase the daily tunnel fares
by 100 percent." As was
customary he continued, "What
can you do about this?"
Likewise by tradition the bers
answered, "Nothing." As the
sound of the word faded so did
the figure. Now a new shape
shimmered to life In It's place to
begin the lecture.
One half hour later it was
over and Mber 42797 was
heading out the doors to purchase his texts. Textbooks and
U supplies were an essential
part of OX's economic dQDIaln.
They were !be cornerstone for
the mucb greater empire wblcb
now existed across the state.
Mber 42797 was low on casb
(wblcb wasn't unusual) and
anguished over the expense
which awaited blm. There
wouldn't be any trouble buying
the texts, tbere never was, It
was just the thought of paying
back all that Interest. As a
service OX allowed purchases
on credit, unfortunately this
entailed a seven and a balf
percent Interest rate and an
Increase to ten percent onc;e you

graduated. The oilly other
alternative was AP, but buying
books on tbe black market was
difficult and risky. AP was a
revolutionary
organization
whose main intent sj!emed to be
to undermine the economic
stability of OX by saving texts
from the annual used book
burning festivities which occurred during homecoming.
Homecoming, like all other
campus activities, was sponsored by OX - as a malter of
policy. Even the Red Cross was
required to forward a percentage of their blood drive
take to a party fund - as a
matter of policy. Also a matter
of policy was the means by
which Mber 42797 would 'partly
repay his textbook benefactor.
This means was his Co-op job
with Aranco steel. Co-oping
served three main purposes (1)
it allowed the student to pay
more, (2) a certain percentage
of the bers salary went directly
to OX and (3) it allowed the ber
to remain on campus longer.
Mber 42797 decided on the safe
way aDd soon the ordeal was
over. Dissatisfied with his day
and disappointed in his purchases
he
strolled
absentmindedly through the doors
and Into the Quad.

ATTENTION. LADIES ! St. Pat's 1979 Extravagan~a needs
shapely legs lor the sexy leg contest. First place will be a
memorable St. Pat Souvenir. II you dare, please contact, Joe
Tobin. or be at the Extravaganza on March 15.
1969 CHR YSLER New Yorker, m.aroon white vinfl top. Bodr
and interior all in good condition . New tires and spare. Must sell.
$800 or best oller. 36H758.
NEEDED: One 4" thick highly visible steel garage door lor
Chancellor to prevent Joe's mistakes . See B&G .
NEEDED : Extensive lumigation service (or Room 114 Altman.
Call head structure aI341-3843 .
TO: Crazy Mary and Quick Vick, tne horse's butts 01 Mac, keep
up the reputation!
WANTED : Deal-mute to replace present one (axle grease
throat) as director 01 Aux . Ent.
FOR SALE : 11970 blue G.T.O. Gets good oil mileage. E.P.A . est.
19 miles to the quart . Call M&M Speed Shop.
,/
JOB OPPORTUNITY available: Housing manager position . No
pool playing experience necessary . See Jess at Aux . Ent.
COMPANION WANTED over St. Pat's weekend . Call Louise,
341-4903 or 34H114.
NEEDED : 1 brain lor Chancellor, contact Joe M. c·o Dudley
Cress .
I'APPYBIRTHDAY to Anne M. Enjoy your 27th Irom 69 AIt- man.
FOR SALE: Novus slide rule calculator ; RPN logic, excellent
condition. Call Bino 364-2314.
FOR SALE : 1975 Pontiac LeMans. Compl~te with am-1m 8track . Call John M. W, or R alter 6 p.m. at 364·8438.
WANTED: EE 230 Lab TA TR 1:3tJ..3:30. Must pretend to understand microwaves and electromagnetics. See Rodger Z. EE
Bldg.
WANTED: Slender brunette or bleach blonde 10 help in attending the Supertramp concert in St. Louis, Sun., Mar. 18. For·
mer date is too busy with hersell. Call 364·8490. Ask (or Taike M.E.
Forgranted.
1 AM-FM-8-TRACK in dash, $50.00. 1 8·track under dash, $30,00,
FF, rewind, power boost, slide mount. Call Wilberl Brewton, 3643471.

.Motetl\an
Just a caryou'DliIte.
It's a caryou'DICJ\le.

Fully equipped with air conditioning.
Under

r"'~'-'--~··1

.-~~~~

• .DELICIOUS
• MEXICAN
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$6000.00
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HWY. 63 S.
MEXIC
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QUALITY CLEANERS
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OlDS CUTLASS SUPREME COUPE

EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th St.
Rolla, Mo. 6540)

Try Our Full line Of
, Foods:
Open Daily From
10 a.m.-ll p.m.

Burgers
Hot Dogs
Tenderloins
Fries
Chicken Sandwiches
Onion Rings Mushrooms
And Dairy Queen Treats!

Reg . U. S. Pa t O ff .,
D.Q . Corp . (e) Copyright 1979
Am . D.Q. Car p
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SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing especially
des igned for UMR graduates.
.
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Schweiss Motor Co., Inc.

ca

Olds-Buick-AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla, Mo.
Open 8 to 7 Sat. till 4 p.m.
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ACROSS
1. Be on the
alert
6. Western Indian
7. Character in

!-

"The Tempest"
8. Retained

n-

E

26. "Young'un"

12. Strikes hard

27. Territories

13. Supports

28. Atmospheric

14. Fish nets

phenomena,
seen on deserts
30. Glossy paint

16. Pretends
17. Climbing
flower: 2 wds.
18. Girl's name
19. Thin plank
20. Smite
21. Forestalls
23. Small horse
24. New York
Indians
2.5. More pallid

DOWN
1. Part of Great
Britain
2. Greedy
3. Flap
4. Branches, as of
a fraternity
5. Showed respectful deference
6. Church parts
7. Water flask
8. Make fast
10. Mrs. Nixon
11. Sounds of
surprise

DiscriminationFemale and Metric
Using metric measurements
and giving equal treatment to
men's and women's athletic
teams are not common practice
on college newspapers - that
is, unless the newspaper is the
U. of Minnesota Daily.
Editor Brian Howell says he
himself wanted to do away with
the two-year-old policy of using
metrics because he found the
system confusing. Other editors
convinced Howell after extensive research, however, that
"like it or not, metrics are
coming"
and
that
the
newspaper should take an
educator role in the process.
Promotional inserts such as
campus maps 'with distances in
kilometers are planned for this
semester. Cartoons and con'version aids are also in the
offing.
Howell says the last holdout
to the metric switch is in sports,
where editors believe metric
heights and weights,
for

Grants For
Environmental
Proiect

23. Discussion

Reprinled from POCKET CROSSWORO PUZZLES with
I ... permission 01 Dell Publishing Co .. Inc. Copyright <I)
1875 Oell Publishing Co.. Inc. All rights r_rved.

5
ng.

composition

exhibits on the Highway Patrol
and
law
enforcement
in
general, " Colonel Al Lubker,
Superintendent of the Missouri
Highway Patrol, stated. "It
provides an interesting look of
how our organization has
progressed through the years to
become one of the finest law
enforcement agencies in the
country. I cordi<llly invite
everyone to visit our Highway
Patrol Museum at the first
opportunity ."
The Museum is located in the
south wing of the Missouri Highway
Patrol 's
General
in
Headquarters
building
Jefferson City . Visitors are
welcome
Monday
through
Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., excluding holidays. There
is no charge . Groups made up of
10 or more persons should make
reservations
to
visit
the
Museum by contacting the
Highway Patrol Public Information Section in Jefferson
City.

22. Animal doctor

elements

waltzes

deity

19. Is flattering to

11. Hereditary

famous for

lan~

17. Short musical

31. Wise men

9. Burst

12. Composer

15. Greek wood-

Youngsters and adults alike
will find something of interest
in the Missouri State Highway
Patrol Museum in Jefferson
City. There are exhibits dealing
with the creation and growth of
the state law enforcement
agency which include the
original uniform worn by
troopers in 1931 and the
equipment used by the officers
down through the years.
on
traffic
inExhibits
vestigation,
criminal
investigation
and
displays
showing the many services
provided ' to motorists by
members of the Highway Patrol
are found in the Museum .
The
two-room
Museum
houses special displays on drug
abuse and traffic safety. A
unique exhibit on the infamous
couple, Bonnie and Clyde, who
terrorized Missouri citizens in
the early 1930's, is also
available for viewing.
" Our
Museum
contains
educational and informational

example,
would
confuse
readers enough to negatively
affect readership.
One sports page innovation
that has not hurt readership is
giving
equal
journalistic
treatment to all Gopher teams,
be 'they comprised of men or
women . In the same issue, for
example, one headline reads
" Gopher cagers prevail over St.
Cloud Huskies" while another
says "Gopher loss streak on line
at Illinois." In the body of the
story as well, there is no
reference to "the women's
team" or "the men's team ."
It's just "the U. of M. team ."
Howell says half the sports
writers are women as is the
sports editor. " We 've paid a lot
of attention to Title IX," he
says.
Howell says he's not aware of
any other newspapers that
might follow these two practices. We at Collegiate Hedlines
have to agree with him .

group
25. Book parts
27. Crippled
29. Tatter
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HEW's Office of Education
today announced 58 grant
awards, totaling nearly $2.5
million, to improve education
concerning • environmental
issues.
The grants will support
projects for environmentai and
energy studies and activitie'S in
30 states, the District of
·Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the
Virgin
Islands.
(Missouri
recieved no funds.)
Projects ' include community
workshops,
preparation
of
teacher guides, and school

personnel
development
programs. Grant amounts vary
from $7,231 to $100,000.
Environmental grants are
funded
under
the
Environmental Education Act,
P.L. 91-516 (1970) , as amended
by P.L. 93-278 (1974) . They are
provided to public and private
nonprofit organizations, and
agencies, and institutions for
developmental, demostration,
and
mini-grant
projects '
designed to ,improve education
about environmental problems
and their possible resolution.

;
'
"
Groundvtiaves t
tI'

.

Last week was the first time
since the beginning of the
present school year (circa
August, 1978 ) that everyone
here at the station liked the
columq
that
I
wrote.
Paraphrasing one response : If
you want to use the column for
things like that, keep com ·
plaining. So I thought on that for
awhile and now I would like to
complain.
I would like to complain about
people complaining . People
complain too much. We complain if a price is too high and
we complain if a price is too
low . We complain if government makes a change without
our approval and we complain
if we voted for that change . We
complain about the terrible
snack bar and we complain
when it is taken away and (in a
sense) revamped. We complain
because we have no chancellor
and we complain because we

::,.-;

on
"Changes."
have a chancellor . What I would midnight
like to know is why can't we just Monday will find "No Escape"
adapt to the changes we ask for from Marc Farner on " Mellow
and complain only about those Monday" and " Illusions on a
things
that
really
need Double
Dimele"
from
changing? Not everyone can be Triumvirat on the Rolling Bozo
satisfied all of the time ; this we Revue. Andy Smith will feature
must remember . The best ' we an hour of the . "Strawbs "
can achieve is an equilibrium . Tuesday night at 11 p.m. The
The least we can do is to learn to new album from Dire Straits
live in that equilibrium.
starts off a busy Wednesday at 9
. And now, turning to things a.m. Uncle Dave will feature
more sequential, here is a list of "Bend in the River" by the
our programming for the next McPeak Brothers at 4 p.m.;
seven days.
The Official Ward Silver will
Tonight at 9 p.m. Scott play the Montreaux Concert on
Deranged will feature " Alone "Improvisations" at midnight ;
Together " by Dave Mason. and one full hour of Steve
George Carlin will attempt to Martin recorded live will air at
strike your funny bone at 10:30 8 p.m. Finally, " Everybody
on
KMNR's
" Kamedy Knows This Is Nowhere" by
Kovelcade ." Tomorrow at 12 :30 Neil Young and Crazy Horse
p.m. Smilin ' Jim will play an can be heard next Thursday .at 9
album by Medusa. On "Blues a.m .
for Rolla" Sunday at 8 p.m. you
I still say it's not really Earth.
can hear Love Sculpture's
"Blues Helping" and Neil
Larsen's "Jungle Fever" at J .R.
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Ediletters

Jean Luc Ponty
Tickets
Food
University Police
Set-up at Gym

(Continued from pg~. 9)
Ted Nugent and the Amboy
Dukes. They played at UMR in
Sept. '72 for 52,500. Performance Magazine recently
observed that on Dec. 28, 1978,
_,
Respectfully,
Ted Nugent played in' Pontiac,
Gerald J. Dolan, 49389
Michigan and the house grossed
over $521,000. The list goes on
SUB Budget
and on but one thing should be
obvious: Many "big-name"
Dear Editor:
bands, which have played here
before, are quite simply out of
In the Miner of two weeks our
reach nowadays. UMR is
ago, there appeared in the just not big enough. In order to
Ediletters section a letter from have a capaCity crowd, General
one Steve Tillman which ad- Lectures has to sell as many
dressed itself to the recent tickets as there are students at
activities of the General Lec- UMR. No matter how carefully
tures Committee of the Student the committee chooses, it is
Union Board.
unreasonable to expect 100
. First, I would like to point out percent
support.
Mlzzou,
that the letter to which Steve Emporia, SIU-E and the like
Tillman referred, the one can draw 5,000 for a concert,
written last September by Mark and do, but 5,000 Is a small
Haslett concerning the Student percentage
of total enrollment
Union Board's "problems" with
them. Not so for UMR. For
concerts, was written without for
the . record, ' the Income from
the advice, knowledge or ticket sales by the General
verification of the Student Lectures comm ittee for the past
Union Board or Mrs. Harvey,
years is given below:
SUB's Program Director. As a five
$14,197.80 less tax
result, there were several 1974-75
1975-76
$15,352.98 less tax
statements made which, at 1976-77
23,335.75 less tax
~st, were misleading. It is true
1977-78
$11,577.61 less tax
that the General Lectures 78 (Fall)
$3,163.20 less tax
committee has approximately
Many seem to have the im$19,000 budgeted for 1978-79.
However, it is not true that they pression that booking bands is
as simple as counting one's
have $19,000 to spend upon change,
finding a vending
bands. The General Lectures
budget includes the "On the machine and waiting for the
Loose" operation, the salary of chosen band to fall out of the
SUB's secretary, set-up in the slot at the bottom. It isn't. For
Multi-Purpose Building, the one thing, the Multi-Purpose
services of University police, BUilding is, notoriously hard to
reserve, and many times, the
and so on.
This has increased from conflicts between the schedules
$15,449 for 1974-75 to the present of the desired band and UMR
be resolved. For another
$19,951 for 19\18-79, as given by cannot
thing, musicians, managers,
the UMR Business Office, while and agents are ge<lerally
band prices have in general capricious and unpredictable.
increased five- to ten-fold.
T'he choice of a band is a
Also in his letter last Sep- compiex decision' involving
tember, Mark wrote that until prices,
availabilities, . and
the budget Is increased by scheduling conflicts and often
profits from concerts, there can that decision has to be remade
be no really big-name bands. at least once for each concert
Well, obviously, increased for a number of reasons. The
attendance would definitely additional complications of
help the financial standing of needing to have the total exGeneral Lectures Committee. pense on hand before signing a
However, one important point
went unmentioned: Many "big- contract and being unable to
name" bands simply will not depend upon ticket sales to
come to UMR. PERIOD. No finance the band only worsen
matter how many tickets we th1~it~rJiOPecent letter, Steve
sold, UMR is just not big Tillman asked why General
enough,
or
well-enough Lectures has not had any free
equipped, to attract some of the concerts lately, and why
fabled
".big-names".
For General Lectures had a 513,000
example, Ed Ripp of Con- surplus for 1977-78. 1977-78 was
temporary Productions sup- . unique in that it was the only
plied Mrs. Harvey with some school year since 1973 that
current prices for some popular General Lectures did not
bands. REO, the UMR favorite present a free concert. '!'here
according to a recent SUB were five free concerts in 1973survey, now wants a minimum 74, one in 1974-75 (Kansas), two
guarantee of '$25,000 to $35,000, in 1975-76 and two in 1976-77.
plus a percentage of the gross Also, the main reason for the
Income (ticket sales>. They $13,000 surplus and the absence
played at UMR in September of a free concert was the ruling
'73 for $3,000. Kansas, who of the University of Missouri
played at UMR in April '75 for legal counsel prohibiting all
$3,000, now wants a $25,000 contract negotiatidns until the
minimum guarantee, a per- copyright issue was settled.
centage of ticket sales, and Only with special permission of
$8,500 for sound and lights. Jo~n the legal department was the
Denver played at UMR In 1978 St. Pat's concert allowed.
March '72 for $6,500. Currently, As requested, the income and
he Is asking for $60,000 to $80,000 expense figures for the two
plus a percentage Ql the house. concerts last semester were as
The most Interesting example is follows:

only

-----

Net Inc.
Deficit
Morningstar
Tickets
Food
University Police
'Set-up at Gym
Gross
Sales Tax

-----

$8,736.36
51,403.00
56.12

Gross
Less Sales Tax
Give the man a chance to see
if his reorganized system will
work, then judge him.

$8,000
38.59
30.20
118.50
549.09

$1,346.88
$7,389.48
$3,500
38.00
35.06
157.37
312.46

-----

$4,042.89
$1,892.00
75.68

Net. Inc.
$1,816.32
Deficit
$2,226.57
Jean Luc Ponty seems to be a
"big-name" band in Kansas
City. His concert there this
winter sold out at $8.00 a head.
Yet, at UMR this past September, only 700 people wanted
to pay $2.00 each to hear him.
It's not surprising to me that the
General Lectures committee is
not overly inclined to gamble
large sums of money on "bigname" bands. Yet, said
Tillman, " ... given a good
concert, students will attend ... "
Who is to determine what
"good" means? I -p!!rsonally ·
have a lot of faith in the 50
people composing the General
Lectures committee. I believe
them to be a representative,
responSible,
hard-working
group of students who do not
deserve to be sniped at by a
misinformed former student.
According to Student Personnel, Tillman is not enrolled.
I hope that this letter has been
informative, and I also hope
that the student body will lend
its support ' to the Gener.a!
for
Lectures
committee,
everyone's benefit.
Brian Heuckroth
PreSident, Student Union Board

POSITION OPEN FOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENT
Department of Auxiliary Services (University
Center) has an opening for a computer science
student to work with the data processing for
housing / student information . Requ i res
knowledge of PL 1. Prefer sophomore or junior
who is willing to learn in a working environment
while gaining valuable work experience. Also
desirable to have someone who can be available
through summer months.
Applications are being accepted in the Direct·or's
Office, Room 114, University Center West.

Electrical

~ngineering

Majors

FOLLOW

THAT
... There's a good chance it leads to MOTOROLA. 50 years ago our
founders followed their dream, and now the progress of our
technology has far exceeded what they may have imagined. For
example, the efforts of Motorola's Government Electronics Division
(GED) have provided the U.S. space program with technological
wizardry for each manned flight throughout the 60's and 70's. We
are looking for people with ambition and imagination to join us in
our innovative design and development efforts in such high technology fields as communications , radar, and missile electronics .
Located in the sun -filled Southwest, GED offers a comprehensive.
Engineering Training Program to help the newly grad'uated engineer in transition from student status to sophisticated Electronics
Design. If you are an Electrical Engineering Grad, or soon to be,
bring your dreams to Motorola. We'll give you a chance to realize
them .
Contact your Placement Office for sign·up information.

MOTOROLA
Go".ernn'Jent Electronics Division

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

,
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Ruggers Ba ffl e Bourbon (St.}
By ED LATDlE R

was covered from head to foot.

This last weekend the UMR
Rugby team travelled to
Hammond, La. for the Mardi
Gras Rugby Tournament put on
by SELU. The tournament
featured 64 mens' teams and 16
womens' . Rolla was scheduled
to play four games, and finished
with a 1-2 record, with one
forfeit.
Before getting into the
games, a word should be said
about the fields: awful. Playing
anywhere in Louisiana means
playing in water, but the
tourname nt came on the heels
of three straight days of rain.
There was no grass on the
fields, and so every field was
turned into mud and standing
water. No one could move very
fast, and size was not that much
of a factor. One thing was for
sure, though- one could tell who
had and hadn't played by the
look of their uniform. The goo
on the fields was actually so bad
Ithat everybod y's uniform
looked the same, as everyone

After a torturing Friday night
down on Bourbon Street, Rolla
was not quite psyched to play
Saturday morning, as were
their opponents, the Dartmou th
Alumni
team.
Dartmouth
alumni came from all over the
country to play for this team,
including one player that
played for the USA national
team that toured Russia.
Outpla}'ed all over the field,
Rolla suffered a 15-0 defeat.
Licking their wounds, Rolla's
next game was against the
Houston Boars, a team UMR
had met twice before in two
previous Mardi Gras Tournament games and lost both
times. But this year Rolla ended
the jynx as the Bumblebee" wnn
8-0. The first try was scored by
John "Swede" Swinson on a
breakawa y down the left
sideline, and the other by Steve
Warger after some fine
downfield running and tackling
by Rick Webb and Harlen
Meyer. The team dominated

most phases Of thiS game, even
though the ball was down at the
Rolla side of the field most of
the first half. After the game,
both teams had discovered a
new dimension to the terrible
fields: ants. The l1aml' against
the Boars was played on not
only a virtual mqdslide, but
there were ant hills somehow
stili standing. Most of the ants
were eradicate d by either
manually pulllng·'them off of
the body or by diving into the
pools of water on a nearby field.
The last game was played on
a field that could almost be
described as unplay able. It
wasn't mud, and it wasn't water
- it was kind of like playing a
game in 8 inches of "Alice." No
one could see anyone else's
ankles or feet, because the stuff
wasn't strong enough to support
wei,!ht. Several times the game
had to be stopped to wipe mud
out of people's eyes. Rockhurst,
the NO.1 ranked college team in
the Heart of America Rugby
Football Union, was the opponent.
Demonstrating
a
superb ballhandling technique,
the Rock handed the Bees tbeir
second defeat orthe day, 14-0.

Sunday morning proved to be
an excruciat ing experience In
that everyone was too sore to
get out of bed. Deciding not to
play the game scheduled for
that day, several representatives went out to forfeit the'
game only to find that nobody

on the other team had showed
up, either.
This weekend the Rolla
Ruggers travel to Kansas City
to play Rockhurst on Saturday,
and then travel to Jeff City to
play Jeff City Rugby club
Sunday.

MIAA Tourn ey

Gr ap ple rs Pla ce Si,x th
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
in the 150 lb. class of the MIAA
-=-=.:=
:::..::....::.=====-- ofCompetit
ion behind Mike Duffy
NEMSU, decisioned 16-7.
The

Miner Grapplers took
part in the MIAA tournament at
Maryville,
Missouri,
on
February 17th. Joe Kinsella, in
the heavyweight division, not
only took the heavyweight
championship but also was the
most falls - least time titlist.
Joe pinned Southeast Missouri's
John Johnson at 1:57. Southwest
Missouri 's Bob Zahner was
Joe's next victim at 3: 12. In the
finals
Kinsella
decisioned
Farrel of Northeest Missouri 115 to win the Conference Title,
By virtue of his victory in the
Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic
Association Joe qualified for the
NCAA Division II Championships which were held at
South
Dakota
State
on
February 23rd &. 2,4th. The
Miners also sent Larry Wetzel
(150 lb.) to the competition
since he was picked by the
league's coaches as one of the
five wildcards in the national
tourney . Larry finished second

The 14th Annual MIAA
Competition meet results were:
NEMSU - 73 points; NEMSU
- 64 '14 points; SWMSU - 55'1'4
points; Central Mo. State 51'f.! points ; SEMO - 41 1f.!
points; UMR - 29 points;
Lincoln University 11f.!. Northeast's Mike Duffy (150), Keith
Moore (158), and Central
Missouri State's Greg Anderson
repeated at champions. Anderson's title was his third
straight, which makes him the
seventh wrestler in MIAA
history to take three conference
championships.
At the NCAA tournament the
Miners did not take a title but
were well represented by
Kinsella and Wetzel who
worked hard to get there.
Overall Miner wrestling
statistics for this season are as
. follOWS :
Dual Meet Record, 2 wins, 7
losses, 1 tie. (UMR won 40 - 18
over Lincoln and 32 -15 over

Gustaver s Adolphus. Northwest
Missouri tied UMR at 23.( Individual
Miner
Wrestling
leaders in all categories include
Joe Kinsellla and Larry Wetzel.
Steve Gwynn was high in most 3
point near falls with 11. Larry
Wetzel has 78 career takedowns
and 100 career escapes; Bill
Spencer has 15 career pins, all
new records. Jerry Smith tied
the career seversal record with
51. The UMR Grapplers' Career
Records which have been
changed or tied this season are :
Most Takedowns,
Larry
Wetzel,78
Most Reversals, Jerry Smith
51 (tie)
Most Escapes, Larry Wetzel,
100
Most Falls, Bill Spencer, 15.
The Miners have faced tough
competition this season as they
have every season. After
competing against schools
across the nation the UMR dual
meet statistics (1969-1979) are
as follows : Matches, liS, Wins,
42, Losses, 69, Ties, 4.

M in er sW in Fi na l
The Miners started out well in
tbe game, taking advantage of
The Miner B-Ballers played the Mules' poor shooting to take
their final home game of the '78- an early lead which they never
'79 campaign, defeating the gave up. They took advantage
Central Missouri State Mules of Central's slowness in getting
86-76 last Saturday night at the back on defense throughout the
Multi-Purpose Building. The game, scoring on numerous
victory raised the Miner record fast-breaks.
to 9-14 overall and 3-8 in MIAA
Central's Billy Fennelly, the
con tests.
second-Ie adin!! scorer in the
By GERRY GOEKE

nation, kept the Mules in the
game, however, as he scored 33
points in the contest. By sinking
a 17-footer with a little over two
minutes left in the first half,
Fennelly took the Mules to
within two at 39-37, but this was
as close as the game got, as
Gaylord Houston and Calvin
Horhn combined for five pOints
(Cant. on p . 20)

Denni s DeBo ndt

M -C lu b
Ath lete OfT he We ek
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - In case you missed the game,
This week M-Club has
selected Dennis DeBondt as M- the Miners, led by senior
Club Athlete of the Week. DeBondl played an excellent
Dennis was a leading scorer in ballgame and won by a score of
he Miner win over Warrensburg 86-76.
Other nominees this week
last Saturday night. He scored
twenty points in this, his last were the captains of the UMR
home basketball game for the swimming team Matt Heinicke
and Rick Erickson, and Dallas
Miners.
Kirk of women's basketball.

CONGRATULATIONS
Coach Annette Caruso
and the
Women's Basketball Team
for their great
Third Place Finish
in the State Tournament.
The Weinbaums & Sharon
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The UMR Women's Basketta.1I Squad thllt took third In the Missouri State Tournament.
First row: Zhetta Thomas, Tina Walker, Karen Williamson, Mana Holmes, Chris Barkey.
Back row: Annette Caruso, Karen Peacock, Valerie Lewis, Becky Ommen, Dallas Kirk,
Diane Murry, carmen Baker, Pat Kelly, Trlcla Haston.

Karen Williamson

le,

ior

Karen Peacock

-

- oe:::::::

Dallas Kirk
Carmen Baker

,
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Sig Ep An~ TEe In Fina ls Tonight
By GERRY GOEKE

- --=><-=:=::.:..::.....=-=-===-- The
1979
Intram ural
Basketball Season came to a
close last week, and the playoffs
take
place
th is
week,
culminating in the championship matches, which will be
played tonight for both Division
I and Division II of the men 's
bracket.
In League II of Division I,
Sigm a Phi Epsilon led the way
with a perfect 7-0 record ,
though playing many close
games. TKE took the only other
playoff spot with a 6-1 tally.
Campus Club came close with a
5-2 record, but was plagued by
losses to Sig Ep and TKE.
League I of Division I was the
scene of much controversy , as it
came to light last welik that the
Association of Black Students
(ABS ), who would have come in
second place in their league
with a 5-1 record, was alleged to
have used an ineligible player.
They had to forfeit a number of
their games, putting them out of
the playoff pictures, but it was
not sure which games the
ineligible man played in. To
settle the controversy, it was
decided that Tech Engine Club
would go to the playoffs by
virtue of their league-leading 51 record, and that the second
playoff spot would go to the
winner of a GDI (4-2 in league
play) vs. Pi Kappa Alpha (3-3)
playoff. The playoff game was
played Monday night, and GDI
won , 41-34.
In Division II action, League I
was taken by Wesley, which
sported a 6-0 record, followed
by Delta Tau Delta with a 5-1
tally . Lambda Chi finished just
out of the running for playoff
spots with a record of 4-2.
In Leajlue II, KA and Mates

each hal records of 5-1, but in
their head-to-head matchup,
KA came out on top, and
therefore was declared the
winner of the league. Graduate
Students Association took thir d
with a 4-2 recor d.
The Association of Women
Studen ts proved to be the
powerhouse of the women 's
bracket, as they . defeated all
comer s to post a 7-0 record. Ch i
Omega took r unner-up honors
with a 6-1 tally, and WHA took
third with a mark of 5-2.
The gym was anything but
dormant this week, however, as
playoff action dominated the
agenda. On Monday night, GDI
beat Pi Kappa Alpha 41-34 in
their playoff to see who would
take the second playoff spot in
League I of Division I. Also on
Monday night, KA beat Delta
Tau 56-44 and Mates defeated
Wesley in first-round Division II
playoff action.
Tuesday night featured the
first round of the Division I
playoffs, as Sig Ep proved to be
too much for GDI, beating them
51 -45,
and
Tech
Engine
squeaked by TKE in a real
thriller, 44-43. Wednesday night
saw the consolation games
played in each division, TKE
vs. GDI and Wesley vs. Delta
Tau.
Tonight the championship
games will be played for both
divisions. KA and Mates will
battle it out for the Division II
title at 6:30, and Sig Ep and
Tech Engine will fight for the
Division I title at 8:00. So c'mon

out for the games, and if you
can 't make it to the game, come
to the winning house for the
traditional
beer-bu st
afterwa r d.
F inal standings for the '79
Intramural Basketball season :

League I

Division I

TEC
~I
GDI
4-3
PiKA
3-3
TJHA
2-4
2-4
Kappa Sig
RHA
0-6
ABS
5-1+
+See story for explanation

League II
Sig Ep
TKE
Campus
PhiKap
Beta Sig
Sig Nu
SigPi
SigTau

League I

Division II

Campus 83
SigTau31

WHA 19
Crescents 10

Men's
PiKA 50
TJHA47

Wesley 69
CSA20

PhiKan!\,'i
Sig Pi26

Sig Ep68
Sij!Nu61
Women's
Chi Omega 34
KDI5

TJHA 23
GDI18

Intramural results from last
week :

TKE58
Beta Sijl52

Lambda Chi 48
Theta Xi 41

Mates 52
Focus28

7-0
6-1
5-2
4-3
3-4
1-6
1-6
1-6

AWS42
ZTA8

Chi Omega 38
TJHA 20

7-0
6-1
5-2
4-3
3-4
2-5
1-6
0-7

Wesley
Delta Tau
Lambda Chi
Triangle
Theta Xi
Acacia
CSA

6-0
5-1
4-2
3-3
2-4
1-5
0-6

KA
Mates
Grads
DeltaSig
Fela
AEPi
Focus

5-1
5-1
4-2
3-3
3-3
1-5
0-6

League II

Women's
AWS
Chi Omega
WHA
KD
TJHA
ZTA
GDI
Crescents

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
Discount Prices To All
513 Hwy. 63 S.
364-5252

" WHERE SERVICE AFTER THE SALE IS
THE RULE NOT THE EXCEPTION"
KEN CHYMIAK
TIM CHYMIAK

HWY . • " SOUTH
ROLLA. MO. .15 .. 0,

(3''') 3 ... · 5008

nf,osruKHiWs[l
~n8FI~ET

STEAK
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast

U

2

$ 85 n~
U

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER

~ For.: Plaza Shopping Center
. Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily

ROlla'EW1Mo.

7 Days a Week

'IC==:>Uc::::::::)l~uc:::=::::>C~ '

.

.

HEWLETT·PACKARD INTRODUCES
A NEW GENERATION
FOR SCIENCE/ENGINEERING.
THE NEW SERIES E.
Hewlett· Pac kard
just es ta blis hed
a new sta nd ard of
excellence at an
afforda ble price.
Introdu cing Series E.
Eas ier to read.
Series E fea tures a
new large'i LED
dis play. ABd commas
are inserted between
thousa nds for

improved readab ili ty_

Checks you.
Chec ks itself. Bu ilt -in
diag nos ti c sys tems tell you: when
you've pe rfo r med an incorrect
opera ti on, w hy it was inco rrect,
a nd if the ca lc ula tor is n't
working properl y.
Accuracy. We engineered a new
leve l of accuracy in to Series Eso you ca n trus t yo ur a nswers a re
correct a nd comple te.
Hewlett·Packard "extras" are
stan dard . Low ba tte ry warni ng
light ; recha rgeable batteries;
posi ti ve click keys; impac t resis ta nt
case.
The Hp·3IE-Scientifi c. $ 60 ~
Ou r new sta ndard scie ntifi c. Trigo--

nometric. exponen ti a l and ma th
fu nctions. Metric conversions. Fixed/
scie nti fic d isplay modes wit h fu ll
10 d igit mantissa . 4 user memori es.
T he HP-32E-Advanced
Scientific with Statisti cs. $8 0 ~
Every th ing th e HP-3 1E is-and
more. More math a nd metrics . 15
use r me mories. Hype rbolics. sta tis·
ti cs. a nd ENG/ SCI/ FI X di sp lay
modes. Decimal degree conversions.
The HP·33E -Programmable
Scient ific. $IOO ~ 49 lines of full y·
merged keycodes. Editi ng keys.
co nt rol keys a nd full ra nge of co n·
di tiona l keys. 8 user memori es.

HEW LEIT- PACKARD
IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
In logic syste ms .
Series E ca lcula tors
use RPN logic excl u·
s ively. It's the
syste m that di splays
intermedi ate res ult s
for ins ta nt feedback ;
th e syste m tha t le ts
you solve le ngt hy
problems wi th ease
a nd co ns istency.
In document a tion.
A co mplete modu lar
documenta tion sys tem was designed
for Series E: Introductory Book·
le IS; Owners' Ma nuals; Applications
Boo ks for mat h , s ta t. rea l es tate
leasing. investments and more.
In qualit y. Hewle tt-Packa rd
qual ity. dependability a nd reliabili ty
are e nginee red int o every Series
E ca lcula tor.
EXCELL ENCE AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE.
Don't miss these exci ti ng new
Hewlett-Pac ka rd calc ul a tors. Co me
in and see t he Hp·3 1E a nd 33E
for yourself today. the HP·3IE will
be ava ila ble in Ju ly.

NOON BUFFET 11 :30-1 :30 also
TUESDAY NIGHT 5-8 p.m.
All the pizza , salad ,& saup you can eat

$2.49

·~!!f~:!.eeds~I~~:.:~en~:flu~nl:~~!,~::~s~.;~:~d

CAMPUS' BOOK STORE
Rolla, Missouri

Alsa
try_our
&_
salad
bar , our
___
_ _soup
___
_ COUPON
_ _pasta
_ _ _&
_sandwiches
_ _ _ _ _ _.

PIZZA BUCK

I
I

i $1 00 off
u

i

any 13" or 16" pizza

I

~

Expires March 7 , 1979
I
II ____ .;.. _______
COUPON _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .J

.......

.

.." ' ..

.,-.~~

',,,,~

,

.. .. .. .
~

,

1979

........

Thursda~1

RANK

:hi4a

11

~p 68

IU61

ga34

'S42

As

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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lTNffi, SCHOOL
Bill Fennelly, C
Hike Robinson, Sl')
Ved Green, NE
Terry BussC'.r d, ~lE
;)erek Nesbitt, m ':R
James Anderson, LU
l·\arcus Harvey, SE
Desi Barnor·:! r SE \
Robert \!oodlanu, LU
Russ Hiller, ~1"'1
Larry Lel" is, SW
Phil Blount, NT'l
Ra:' Strozier, C
Danny Foster, SE
Darrell Tho!':t'"-s, LU

CLASS
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.

Sr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.

Jr .

Sr.
So .

Jr.
Pro

...,

2~

FG
251
202
188
160

21
24
23
23
3<'·
24
23
2"'24
22
2·1

1.(',6
1tl6
155
152
130
123
130
De
120
125

~

24
22
24

H~

FT

r:.:1I'

175
32
33
81
53
90
66
44
63

697
436
409
401
3H
382
358
35 4
367
30B
303
308
306
280
298

48

57
~B

30
'::0

43

PaGe 19

BEY

lNG
29.0
19 .8
17.0
16.7
16.3
15.9
15.6
15. 4
15.3
12.B
13.2
12.B
12.8
12.7
12. 4

SPORT
shop

Under New Management

PRI NTED SPORTSWEAR
SPORTI NG GOODS CLUB SHIRTS
FRAT. WEAR TEAM UNIFORMS
Look To Us For Shoes:
CONV·ERSE BROOKS NIKE
NEW BALANCE

MIAA Scoring And Rebounding Leaders
l'hh'K

12.
3.
4.

NAME, SCHOOL
Robinson r Sl"l
John T'Jiley, LU
David Hinslol" , NE
Derek Ne sbitt, Ul-ffi
~like

CLASS

C

NO.

AVG.

Jr.

22

Fr.
So.
Jr.

24
24

245
258
228
182

11.1
10.8
9.5
8.7

22

1003 Pine

While everyone is marveling at
all the things computers can doHughes is teaching computers
to do
more.

Rolla, Mo.

3"-5.c95

CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save money o n your brand name
hard or soft lens supplies. Send for
rree illustrated catalog. Contact
Lens Suppl y Center. 341 ·E.
Cam e lback. Phoe ni x. Ari zona
8501 2.

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rolla

364·7428

.... -..

---------

I Bet

You
Didn't
Know
Broughf fa You By
Don G ibson . c.l.U .
IWho was fhe TALL EST baskefball
Iplayer of all fime? The man whol
Iholds fhe record is Emili Rachedl
lof Brazil who has compefed in fhel

!S

IPan

f

g

American Games . Rached

isl

feel . 7 SI B· inches tall- thel
Itallest player in Ihe history of fhel
Isport.
I

I

I

IHere's a basketball oddity. Therel
wos one season in the National

IBasketbali Associafion when . od' l
Idly enough . on ly three feom s in l
Ithe whole league were obie

tol

Iwin mo r e games than they lost!

lin the 1966 · 67 season on ly I
IBosfan . Gold en Sf a te and I
IPhiladelphia finished above .500 I
'

I
IIOld
.

Hughes is at the center of a virtual explosion of electronic information . It arises from a
com6ination of data sensing, comm unications, and data processing and storage. We make
sensors that operate on all parts of the electronic spectrum . We make computers and signal
processors that tie all these together - that issue commands, or that store and present data
for a growing number of uses. It is a technological revolution that is on ly just beginning to
realize its potential to benefit people everywhere ... one of the most pivotal, exciting periods
in all human history.
If you're an EE, ME, AE , IE, Physics. Material Science or Computer Science major,
you could become part of all this . Areas of interest include aerospace, ground systems,
industrial electronics, space and communications and
.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
research . But don't worry about getting lost; we work in
:
I
small groups where individual initiative is valued highly.
Contact your placement office . Or, write to: Manager, I
I
College Relations . Hughes Aircraft Company. P.O . Box
'- - ;,;.~':;:;w-':;';;':';;';;,;;,;;",; _.J
90515. Bldg. 100/ 445 . Los Angeles. CA 9O(X)9 .
AO"""'Ppo" """"mpl" ••. M F H e

HUG H ES
uS

Cml~n.l'"p ,t'qI.lJ' t'd

I
I
won I

you know a boxer once
Ifhe heovyweighf champ ionship of I
,the world w hil e lying on his back? I
How did th is happen? In 1930 .
IJack Shorkey and Max Schmeling I
Imet for fhe title . Sharkey knock · I
led Schme ling down in the fourlh I
Iround bUf his punch was called a I
haul blow . Because of fhe foul . I
IShorkey was disqualified and fhe I

ChamPionShiP awarded to I
Schmeling as he was lying on his I

I

Ibock!

I

I

I

It bet you dldn't know that at Col· I

hege Life you plan Is geared to'
I"pay up" In 20 years . You don't I
lhove to pay on " forever. See .. . I
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and Rick Fuerman, who sank

'.

10.

( Cont. from p. 16)

Joel Schreiner, the only other
senior,
came
of!
the bench to score nine points
and grab eight rebounds.

MIAA A t A Glance

- UMR

to put the Miners up by five at
intermission.
The Miners opened the second
half In even better fashion than
the first, exploding for an 11point scoring thrust that put
them up by 16. Derek Nesbitt
sank seven points in that spree
and Jeff Klpp netted the other
four.

The Miners closed out their
season Monday night when they
traveled to Springfield to meet
Southwest
Missouri
State
University.

Central would not give up,
however. They lowered the gap
down to seven with 6: 33 left
when Fennelly sank a fifteenfooter. Immediately after that
bucket, however, the Miners
answered with six straight
pOints to make the score 81-68.
The Miners shot well from the
field in the game, connecting at
a 58 percent clip, compared to
Central's 46 ' percent. Miner
scorers were led by Derek
Nesbitt, who scored 23 pOints
and grabbed nine rebounds .
Other Miners in double figures
included Dennis DeBondt, who
netted 20 points in the final
home game of his UMR career,
sinking 9' of 15 from the floor
and 2 of 4 from the line; Calvin
Horhn, who scored 17 pOints,

nor-th c~· :; I:

OV!~~L

PC ..:

COHF.

PCT

1<)-·5
17-6
17-7
13-11
12-12
13-10

.7 92

8-2
7-3
7-3

.800
.700
. 7')0

4- 6
4-6

.400
.400

3-- 7

8-14

.364

.300
.200

r\~ issouri

Stale University
Southeast Missouri Stal:", University
Lincoln University
Northwest Missou:::.i. St.·'.t<; L'nivcr';ity
Central Missouri S~atl2 u:li versi ty
Southl'1est ~lissouri State Uni. ·" ersity
University of ~l issour.i--Rolla

I

.739
.7013

.542

.500
.565

2-8

More MIAA Statistics
RANI~

Field Goal Percentage

-

l.
2.
3.
4.

NAJ:!E ,

SC~: OOL

Ray St:rczier, C
Steve Ta!,pI"1cy er, S3
De r... i B~:rr.1.or~, SE
J[!: . ..cs i-~nc:1e rs 0n I LU
u0h i1 Svnchez, Sf!
Danr:y Foster , SE
Dei:ek tJesbit:t, u:m
CraIe Bau~r, t·TIo)
Antoine Co11illS, LU

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

CU::; ::;

G

So.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

24
23
23
24
23
22
21
24
24

~;r

.

,Jr.

Jr.
i"-c.

Fr.

FGH
138
87

FGr~

PCT

2Ei

.642
.SS9
.. .:66

.:)..53
274

3.55
146
85

72

262
154
2 18
?6·1
2.33

L:l

24~l1

120
1 /~ 4

.~57

.5'i2
.55 ·J
.545
.541
.537

1979-1980 COMPUTER SCIENCE/EE GRADUATES

~ Worried about where you'll be 5-10 years
from now?
We'll tell you about ground floor opportunities in VLSI
technology, or areas like Resource Partitioned
Architecture.

NCR/Wichita

~ Worried about two-narrow specialization?
We'll tell you how we make "Total Systems" involvement a day-to-day reality, and about our flexible
methodology and informal hardware/ software taskforce
approach to problem-solving.

introduces the
stress-relieving,
expense-paid

~ Worried about high-stress living?
We'll give you a look at a lifestyle that's affordable,
unhurried, uncrowded, smog-free. A city of half a million
where neighbors greet one another, and where you can
be home in 10-15 minutes of light traffic driving.

~ Worried about isolation? Obsolescence?

weekend.

We'll tell you about the interactive minis and micros
we're designing, and how you can help us COntinue to
lead the way in Distributed Networking, Data
Communications, Direct Migration, New Automated
Languages ... and a dozen other areas.

And we'll introduce you to people like Project
Leader Ron Engelbrecht who's a gentleman farmer
weekends; or Design Engineer Mark Alft who
regularly visits NCR 's overseas operations ; or
Programmer Helen McMahon who likes working
with language compilers, and being part of
a company that already is second only to IBM
in total computer related sales; or to Programmer
Dwight Ensinger who's earning an MBA at a local
university.

MarkAlft

Helen McMahon

Ron Engelbrecht

Dwight Ensinger

rnr€tm

Find out if you qualify for this stress-relieving, all expense-paid
weekend in Wichita. Arrange an informal preliminary interview at your
Placement Office.
Or write directly to: Mr. Jerry Long,
Manager, Professional Recruitment, NCR
Corporation, Engineering and Manufacturing, 3718 North Rock Road, Wichita,
Kansas 67226.

•

We

plan to visit
your campus

MAR. 13

Complete Computer Systems
An equal opportunity employer
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